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INTRODUCTION

The Oxford theory of the authorship of Shakespeare's plays,
which ascribes them to Edvvard de Vere, the Seventeenth Earl of
Oxford, was the discovery· of an Englisr.unan named ;f. Thomas Loorey
He had for several years in succession been called upon to teac
among other things, Shakespeare's The Merchant of Venice.

The

close familiarity thus induced vlith the mind of the aythor of
this play led him to doubt the traditional view.

The author

must have travelled in Italy, must have had no great respect
for money a11.d business

methods, must have been a lover of mus-

ic- charactaristics which did not seem .to fit into the scheme
of life of tl1e Stratford man.
The method by which Mr. Looney arrived at his discovery
is traced in the third chapter of this thesis.

He reached his

conclusion during the first World War, and first submitted a
statement of it to his brother-in-law, Mr. M. Gompertz, B.A.,
Head Master of the County High School, Leytonstone.

He in -

tended publisl'ling a full statement of it after the cessation of
hostilities·.

But this b':::ing found impracticable, he took steps__,

both to ensure that the results achieved should not be lost and
also to

saf~guard

hts priority of

discovery~by

announcing it to

Sir Freder:i.d3: Kenyon, Librarian of tl1e British Museum, and by depositing in his keeping a sealed envelope containing a full disclosure of the rna tter.

No one came forward vd. th the same sol-

ution, hovrever, before he published it, -vvhich was in 1920 in a

book called "Shakespeare Identified," issued by Cecil Palmer in
England and by the Frederick A. Stokes Company of New York in
this country.

The volume, containing over 450 pages, led to the

formation of a

"~hakespeare

Fellowship" for the purpose of ad -

vancing the De Vere claims, and enlisted the endorsement and cooperation of at least some outstanding scholars, including Dr.
Gilbert Slater of Oxford and Dr. Geroge H. Rendall, Head Master
of Charterhouse School.

Through the years some forty to fifty

.

volumes have been written on the subject, and the Oxford hypo thesis bids fair to rival if not to out-strip the Baconian one.
Others, however, are not at all favorably impressed.

Dr.

R.S.Crane, head of the English department in the University of
Chicago, writes me:

"I read some of the works of the 'Oxford"'

school a dozen years or more ago, and they left me with a feeling
of complete skepticism and an impression that the methods of
proof used by Mr.

and his associates were entirely ar bitrary and in some cases fantastic." 1
Loon~

Upon first reading :Mr. Looney's work I was very favorably
impressed with it.

Further, deeper study, however, left me no

longer halting between two opinions, and by the time I came to
write this thesis I had rejected the Oxford theory altogether in
favor of the traditional view.

Some of my reasons are set forth

in the pages that follow.
1

Latter dated Chicago, February 21, 1945

1,

Following Mr. Looney's ovm method, I use the spelling
!!Shaks:peren to indicate the lmor-m Stratford-London actor and
busines:sman, and reserve the longer form, "Shakespeare" for
the author of the dramas> ·whoever he may have been.

In quota -

tions, of course, ·Nhatever spelling was used by the author quo2
ted is retained.

2 Details concerning Mr. Looney in this Introduction
are taken from the preface and the opening pages of his o~n
book.

THE PROPOSED IDENTIFICATION OF \f.ILLIAK SHAKESPEARE
AS EDWARD DE VERE, SEVENTEENTH ~ OF OXFORD •.. -·
CHAITER I.
THE. STRATFORDIAN VIEW CRITICIZED.

Mr. Looney begins his criticism

by

an assertion of the

range of knowledge which the author of the plays must have possessed, and which he feels eould not have been possessed by·William Shakspere of Stratford.
(1) "The plays of Shakespeare," he says, "display an expert knowledge of law such as William Shakspere could hardly be
expected to· possess"; "the author of the plays possessed a first-·
hand knowledge of the classics, including a knowledge ot pas sages which would not come into a schoolboy's curriculum•; the
author, furthermore, "possessed a knowledge of idiomatic French,
and most probably a reading familiarity w1 th the Italian lang uage, sadh as William Shakspere could not have learned at Stratford; and what is perhaps of as great importance as anything else
he employed as the habitual vehicle of his mind an English of the
highest educated type completely free from provincialism of' any
kind. n l
Contrast w1 th this the great disadvantage in William
Shakspere' s upbringing.

According to Halliwell - Phillipps,
I

,

dirt and ignorance were outstanding features of the social life
1 J. Thomas Looney, "Sh!J.Uspearg!} IdenY.fied. T~ (:lew York:
Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1920 ,pp. 1.4,15.
'I_

Strat!ord~which

of

was in a Bich more baCkward caniition in those

days than the pretty., rural "'illage with which tourists are ram iliar today.

2

His parents were both illiterate, and were forced

to place their "marks" en documents in lieu of signatures; and
~s
~

father's first appearance in the records of the place is as
offender, fined for having a1lowed a quantity of f'il th to ac-

cumulate before his dwelling.
~ence

As for education, there is no evi-

whatever that Shakspere, as a bo.y, ever attended sChool,and

considering the illiteracy of his parents, the requirement of the
Stratford school, that a boy bad to be able to
before admission, must have been hard to meet.

~ead

and to write

Jlr:.t. Looney scouts

the suggestion that he acquired this knowledge from other boys.3
~e only conditions which could have compensated in a~
degree for suCh initial disabilities as those from which
William Shakspere suffered would have been a plentiful supply ot books and ample facilities for a thorough study of'
them. 4
·

But, so far from this having been possible, Stratford is spoken
of

~s

"a bookless neighborhood." (Halliwell-Phillipps).

Boris

it likelY that Shakspere can have owned a private library, such
libraries being of' the

rare~t

occurrence in those

days~

His son-

in-law, Dr. Hall, did possess what he called his nstudy of'

book~•

which would probably have included any that might have formerly'

belonged to Shakspere; but if' it did incldde any such Shakes peareana Dr. Hall did not mention the tact. 5
2. J ..... Q. Halliwell-Phillipps, fQ!It~pes of .:trui Jflfe Q! S~espearet;' {L~ndon: Longmans, Green iiid om.paey,~O
pp23- •
3. gonex, p.-16.
4• Ibid, p. 18.
5. llWl, p. 18.

. '!.-

Moreover, had Shakspere thus lifted himself b,y his own exertions out of the morass of ignora.ncerhich surrounded him, Kr.
Looney thinks that such a youth must of necessity have been sufficiently

~rked

note of him.

off from his fellows, that the,y would have taken

"No single record or even tradition of his early

suggestive of the student, or of a youth in tellectually distinguished from those about him.n 6

life is, however,

(2) Mr. Loone,y's next

objecti~n

is based upon the three

periods into which William Shakspere's life is divided b,y the
,stratfordian.

The first is that of his childhood and youth in

Stratford to.which we have just referred; the second is the London period, when he was an actor and when he is supposed to have
~itten

the grandest literature ever produced in England; the

third is composed of the last eighteen years of his life, spent
in retirement as a country gentleman of considerable affluence
baCk in Stratford.
With the literary fame he is supposed to have won, how can
we explain the reversion to the non-intellectual record of
his closing Stratford period? For it is aa destitute of an
aftermath of literary glory as the first period was devoid
of promise. HaVing, it is ~upposed, by" virtue of an immeasurable genius forced himself out of an unrefined aQ4 illit erate milieu into the very forefront of the literary and intel~tual world, he returns whilst still in his prime, and
prQbably whilst still relatively a young man, to his- orig- .
inal surroundings. For the last eighteen years of his life
he has himself described as "William Shakspere, of Stratfordupon-Avon"; yet, with so prolonged a residence there, such
intellectual gifts as he is supposed tdpave possessed, such
force of character. as would have been necessary to raise him
ill the first instance, he passes his life .amongst a mere ·
handfUl of people vd.1;hout leaving -the slightest impress at
his eminent powers or the most triflibg fruits of his attainDle~ts and educational emancipation upon anyone or anything

6

Ibid, p. 20.

l..

in Stratford. In the busy crowded lite of' Londqn 1 t is
possible to conceal. both the defects and· qualit:te·.s: ·or
personality, and men may easily pass there for what they
are not; ~ one man of' exceptional intellectual powe~
improved by an extraordinary feat of' selt-cultur,, could
hardly f'ail to leave a very strong impression of himself
on a small community of people, mostly uneducated, such
as then formed the population of Stratford. When, then,
we are t9ld that that .lJB.n was. liVing at one time at the
rate of'~lOOO a year Gtsooo of' today)~ and Sir Sidne.y
Lee sees nothing imp~obabl~ in the tradition - the idea
that such\a man could l.ive in such a place, in such a style,
and leave no trace of his·distinguished powers and interests in the records of the community is the kind of' story
which, we are convinced, practical men wil.l ref~e to believe once the,y are fairly confronted with it.
He returns to this "bookless
neighborhood"
one of the most
.
enlightened men in England, yet Rumour, which by its inventions
has helped to fill in so much of his "biography," does not can nect him with a single book or bookish

occupat~on.

With his

mind presumably still teeming with ideas he suddenly relinqUished
all l.iterary interests, so far as

~

record of such interests

goes, engaged in no enterprise for the intellectual cultivation
of his fifteen hundred f'ellow-vil.lagers, and never even tried
(grea·t actor-dramatist that he is supposed to have been) to get
up a play for their entertainment.
Nor is this due to the complete absence of' aey records for
this part of his life.

On the contrary

••••• there are records of his purchasing land, houses and
tithes; of his carrying on business as a maltster; of his
money-lending transactions; of' his prosecution of' people
for small debts at a time when ac9ord1ng/ t9 Sir Sidney Lee
his yearJ.y income would be about~600 (or~4,800 in money
of' today) • We have particulars of' his store of corn; of'
his making an orebard;'a well-authenticated tradition that
he planted a mulberry tree with his own hands'; but not the
slightest reca.rd of' anything suggestive of what are supposed
7

n.1,q., p.22.

to have been his domi~ating interests. On the contrary
he appears, even in his choice of a home, quite regardless of those things that press upon the senses and.sensibilities of esthetic natures. For in picturing his last
moments Hallivrell-Phillips refers to r the. wre·tched sanitary conditions surrounding his residence,' and adds, 'If
truth and not romance is to be invoked, were the woodbine
and sweet honeysuckle within reach of the poet's deathbed,
their fragrance would have been neutralized by .their vicinity to middens, fetid water-courses, mud walls and piggeries •. ' 8
It is to these conditions that Halli'Ivell-Phillips attributes the.
death of Shakspere, rather
than to ,. a d:r~nking-bout.
.
.
'

'

As Mr, Looney.set$ more store by.this'contrast between the
supp9seQ. middle period'of Shakspere w~th the periods that pre ..

.

ceded.and followed

it~

I append one more .quotation from 'him on

the subject ..,
So far as the transition from stage . to stage is concerned, fe,w, "':
would deny that if Willi&m Shakspere who had been brought up
·
at Stra"kford, .who was forced into marriage at the ag~ of eighteen with a woman eight years his senior, ·and who on the birth .
of twins de,s,erted .. J.?.is wife, 9 pr<;>ducedat the aie of .twenty-.
nine a'lengthy and el&borate poem in the most polished English
of the.. period, evincing a large and .accurate knowledge of the ·
classics, and ·1at~r the stt'perb Shalcespearea:h 'drama,· he accorn - :
plisb.ed one of the ,gr~atest if not ac;;tually .the greatest work , ·
of s~lf-developmeiit and self-rea.lf~ation that ge:nius'has ever :
enabled any ~an, to perform. On the. other . hand, if, after hav- .·
ing performed so miraculous a work; this sam~ genius retired·
to Stratford to cievote,himself' to houses, lands, orchards,
money and malt, leaving no traces of a single intellectual
or literary interest, he achieved without a doubt the great est work of self-stultification in the annals of mankind. It
is difficult to believe that with.such a beginning he.could
have attained to such heights as he is supposed to have done,
it is more.~;i,.:Cfi9Y.lt to believe .that.with such glorious 9-Chieve.,..
nients in his·middle period he could have fallen to the level of
his closing ,Period; and in time i~ v:ill be fully recognized
8
~.-, pp.24-25, ~tgf.Halliwell+-;f'hillipps, p. 267, and Sir
Sidney Lee, "A Life of William Shakespeare." (London: Smith,
Elder and Company, 1915) pp. .312,315.
9
See these aJ.J.egations confute<i in J.oseph Quincy Adams, A
Life of Wi 1 am.Shakes eare. (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin and
Com a
:.·.
a
·

6

that it is impossible to believe that the same man could
accomplished two such stupendous and mutually nullifying
Briefly, the first and last periods at Stratford are too
in harmony with one another, and two antagonistic
the
posed middle period for all three to be credi.ble. 1

Bo

have
feats
much
sup -

(3) The third objection is based on the complete absence of
any autograph letters of Shakspere, or of any record of his ever
having addressed a single letter to anyone on any subject.
According to every Stratfordian authority he lived and worked
for many years in London whilst directing a mass of important
business in Stratford. Then he lived for many years in re tirement in Stratford whilst plays from his pen were making
their appearance in London. In all, he followed this divided
plan of life for nearly twenty years (1597- 1616); a plan
which, if ever in this world a man's affairs called for letters, must have entailed a large amount of correspondence, had
he been able to write; yet not the faintest suggestion of his
haVing written a letter exists either in authentic record or
in the most imaginative tradition. 11

(4) Shakespere's Will. Not till the very close of his life
do we have a document from Shakspere, and then we get the famous
vdll signed

"~me

William Shakspeare."

And here Mr. Looney ob-

serves with astonishment, that no reference whatever is made to
his immortal works or their future publication.

He was evidently

looking far into the future, for he makes provision for
males ••• to the second sonne

...

his"be~

and the third sonne • • • and the

fourth sonne ••• and the fifth sonne" etc., "and for defalt to
the

right

heires of the saied William Shackspeare, for ever."

Yet this supposed author of the greatest of our literary treasures
bestows not one thought upon them and their future preservation.
The greater part of the plays had never yet appeared in print.
10 J. Thomas Looney, op cit., pp 36-37.
11 Ibid., p.23.

They were drifting about in the careless hands of actors and theatre-managers, in imminent danger of being for ever lost.

Whilst

he was arranging for the distribution of his wealth, would it not
have been simply natural for him to arrange that a portion of it
should be expended upon the proper publication of his dramas? Yet
from first to last, in his will, there is no token of the slightest interest on the testator's

part either in the sixteen plays

of his whiCh had already been printed, or in the twenty that had
not yet been published, or in any other literary venture; wnich
is quite in keeping with what -we know of Shakspere in his first
and last periods, but not at all in keeping, thinks Mr. Looney,
with the idea that during the middle period he had expended all
his energies on the writing and acting

of these glorious plays.

12

Nor is tl1is omission in the will due to the fact that he
had previously made arrangements for the publication of his
dramas.

The introductory pieces to the First Folio edition, in-

dicating how the plays finally came to be published, prove that
he had not dane so.

And, while on the subject of the First Folio,

Mr. Looney points to the circumstance of "the entire absence of
any mention either of his executors or a single member of his
much-cared for family amongst the ten names appearing in connection with the publication," whiCh Mr. Looney regards as revealing
"the same completely negative relationship of everything Strat fordian towards the Shakespearean literature}' 13
12
13

~.,

pp.25,26.
Ibid., p.28.

8.
This same apathy towards the printing of his
ifest from the begindng.

plays was man

Sir Sidney Lee is quoted as asserting

that he had no hand in the publication of any of the plays at tributed to him, but instead he submitted without any complaint
to their wholesale piracy and to the ascription to him of works
that were not his own. 14
This absence of all participation in
the publication of his

pl~

is described by Mr. Looney as "cer -

tainly a huge gap in his literary records."
The same general human experience that compels us to accept
facts for which we cannot adequately account, compels us also to reject, on pain of irrationality, what is inherently
self-contradictory, or at complete variance with the other wise invariable course of events. It is thus that the common sense of mankind instinctively repudiates a moral con tradiction as incrediale. Such we hold is the belief in the
Stratford man; the belief that the author of the finest literature lets others do just as they please during his own
lifetime in the matter of publishing his works but does nothing himself. 'It is questionable,' says Sir Sidney Lee,
'whether any were published under his supervision.' He is
thus represented as creating and casting f~th his immortal
works with all the indifference of a mere spavming process,
and turning his attention to houses, land, malt and money at
the very moment when the printed issue of these great triumphs
of his own creative spirit begins. Thi$is the fundamental incredibiliVJ which along witil ••• a succession of other incredibilities ought to dissolve completely the Stratfordian cypothesis, once it has become possible to put a more reasonable
hypothesis in its place. 15
Another

objection based on the will is that Ben Jonson is

not once mentioned in it, nor is he made the recipient of any
legacy.

Since the Stratfordians

regard him as the one literary

contemporary with whom Shakspere was on intimate terms, and sup ~ose

him to be referring to the Stratford man in his subsequent

tribute, in which he
14
15

V~:rites

of having loved Shakespeare "on this

Ibid9 p.39. cf. Lee, pp.544,548.
Ibis\, p.49.

0

side ef idolatry as much as any," Mr. Looney says it is strange
that he shouldhave been completely omitted from a vdll which be. queaths "a number of memorial rings and other mementos to friends. 11
16
Finally Mr. Looney scrutinizes the will as to its actual
-

language, but finds there no trace of any genius or Shakespearean
craftsmanship.

Because of Shakespeare's knowledge of law and in-

terest in its subtleties and technicalities, he thinks it certain
that he would participate in the drawing up of such a document.
~et

the will in question is just such as might have been framed

by any professional

la~~er.

The only part in which the person -

ality of the testator might have been discovered is the preamble,
which Looney proceeds to quote as follows; In the nameof God, amen!
I, William Shackspeare, of Stratfbrd-upon-Avon, in the country of Warr.gent. in perfect health
and memoria, God be praysed, doe make and ordayne this my ~t
will and testament in manner and forme follovd.ng, that ys to
saye,First,I commend my soule into the handes of God my Creator,hoping and assuredlie beleeving,through thonelie merittes
of Jesus Christe my Saviour,to be made partaker of lyfe everlastinge,and my bodie to the earth whereof it ys made.
-~ter

remarking that the remainder is purely business, Mr. Looney

comments:

"From the first word of this document to the last

there is not the faintest trace either of the intellect or of
the literary style of the man who wrote the great dramas." 17
(5) Shakspere's penmanship.

Only six signatures of

William Shakspere are known, and three of them are on the sheets
of his will the text of which was

v~itten

by professional lawyers

These signatures look like illiterate scrawls, as almost everyone
16
17

Ibid., p. 28.

I"'5ICI'. ,pp.3Q.,..31.

Cf .Halliwell-Phillinns ..

p.

253.

1n

has remarked who has seen one of them reproduced beneath a por trait of the great dramatist.

In fact Mr. Looney seems to

if William Shakspere ever could write properly.

doub~

For all these

years he had lived in Stratford, buying and selling, prosecuting
debtors, putting out money to usury, indulging in deals involving
the equivalent of thousands of pounds in present value, resulting
in documents on which are preserved the signatures or "marks" of

the people with whom he dealt, yet no single signature of Shakspere has ever been discovered in connection with these Stratford
dealings.

The only signatures of his that we have are these

three on his will an:l three others we shall describe presently.
Moreover Halliwell-Phillipps;'shows, that, in the first draft of
the will, arrangements had been made for Shakspere to affix ·his
seal, not his signature at all.

Subsequently the word nseal"

was deleted, and the word "hand" substituted for it.

'

This,taken

together with the fact that on no previous document has a Shakspere signature been found, seems to indicate that the lawyer or
lawyers had been quite unprepared to find that Shakspere would
want to (or even be able to} sign his vdll. 18
The other three signatures are one

v~itten

in London in

1612 (of which Sir E. Maunde Thompson says that it is clearly
the work of an able

penman} and tvro others in connection with

his purchase of a house in Blackfriars in 1613.
What do these six signatures reveal to us?

Of the three

on the will Mr. Looney says two are so wretchedly written as to
18

Ibid., pp.31,32,33. Cf.Halliwell-Phillipps,pp.253,256.

,.,
resemble the scrawl of a child or the work of an illiterate man
trying to learn to write his ovm name.

Nor will he permit the

explanation that the writer was severely ill, because the open ing words of the will assert plainly that he has perfect health
and memory.

But the third and fuller signature, "By me William

Shackspere," presents a problem.

For the first three words,"By

me William, n are extremely well-vll'i tten, in the opinion of :Mr.
Looney, v.rb.o describes them as an "example of expert penmanship,"
and are in striking contrast to the surname which follows, and

It looks sus pieiously as though two different hands had been at work here. 19

~hich

is as illegible as in the other instances.

Of the other three signa.tures, that written in London in
1612 is said by Sir E. Mannde Thompson to be the work of an able

penman.

The second one, he says, might be taken to have been

written by an uncultivated man, but the explanation may be that
it was written in a fit of nervousness.

The third signature he

attributes to "wilful perversity," for it is written in a manner
so different from all the others as to render it useless for the
purpose of examination by an expert on handwriting. 20
And so we may sum up the whole of the writing that has come

to us from the hand of one who is supposed to have been the
greatest of our English writers. All we have are six signatures in no way connected ·with any literary matter. All these
were executed in the last years of his life, after his great
literary tasks were finished; and are so written that when
examined by our leading expert on the subject, who is quite
orthodox in his views of authorship, they look as if they
might have been the work of six different men. At the same

19

Ibid.,

pp.32~33.

20

~.,

p.34.

,

"':.

time there is amo!g)t this VITi ting some that appears like the
effort of an uneducated person, and only one signature (1612)
of a~ real value for the study of penmanship. To this we
would add as an unshakable personal conviction, supported by
the opinions of many to whose judgment we have appealed, that
the signatures bear witness tohis having had the·assistance of
others in the act of signing hls o~rn name. The general con elusion to which these signatures point is that William Shakspere was not an adept at handling a pen, and that he had the
help of others in trying to conceal the fact. 21
Further corroboration is found in the fact that the actual
deed of purchase of the Blackfriars property bears only Shaks pere's "seal," not his "hand."

This document is now in America;

but there is in the Guildhall library in London a document re garded by Halliwell-Phillipps as a duplicate of this, on which
appears the signature which Sir E. Maunde Thompson says may have
been the work of an uneducated man. 22
(6) The next objection to Shakspere as the author of the
plays is based on-the circumstances attending his death.

"The

supposed poet-actor, the greatest of his race, passed away in
affluence but without~ contemporary notice." 23
Edmund Spenser, who, in contrast to Shakspere, died in
poverty and starvation, was nevertheless buried with honors in
Westminster Abbey at the charge of the Earl of Essex.

Burbage,

the actor, was so popular that sorrow for his death over-shadoved
the funeral of the Quaen about the same time (the wife of James I)
But Shakspere died "unwept, unhonored and unsung."

The Earl of

Southampton, his patron, evinced no interest apparently.
'

21
22
23

Ibid., pp.34-35.
Ibid., p.35.Cf.Halliwell-Phillipps, p.239.
Ibid., p.37.

For

13.

seven years, except for the monument in the church at Stratford,
this silence continues deep as the grave itself.
Of a piece with this is the paucity of references to the
supposed great playwright of Stratford during his own lifetime.
Greene's famous attack on him as

an "upstart crown is "the only

thing that can be described as a reliable personal reference to
William Shakspere in the whole course of his life." 24

In the

subsequent apology of Chettle, the publisher, there is, however,
no mention of a protest having come from the man attacked, but
only from "divers of worship" who had registered protests on his

behalf.

So that it is clear that Shakspere was merely the "front

~or

some important and influential person whom
~ublishers could not afford to ignore. 2 5

v~iters

and their

When, later, Venus and Lucrece were published as by Shakespeare, we get some references to the poems such as any reader
~ght

make and some references to Shakespeare as the writer, but

~ith

nothing whatever to reveal the identity of the man.

~hen

there are but three references in the period before the ac-

~al

publication of the plays.

They are as follows: 26

Yet Tarquyne pluckt his glistering grape,
And Shake-speare paints poor Lucrece rape. ,27 (1594)

24
25
26
27

Ibid., p. 49.
Ibid., pp.49~50.
Ibid., p.50.
G. B. Harrison, editor, Willobie His Avisa (London:
John Lane, 1926) p.l9.

Even

11.

All praise worthy Lucrecia: Sweet Shak - speare.
And Shakespeare, thou whose hony flowing vaine

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

28

(1595)

.

Vfuose Venus, a~ whose Lucrece (sweet and chast)
Thy Name in fame's immortall Booke have plac•t. 29 (1598)
From 1598 (when dramas first began to be published with
Shakespeare's name to them) we begin to get references to Shakespeare as a plqywright.

He is just mentioned in the Palladis

Tamia of Francis Meres (1598).

In the

follo~~ng

year there is

another literary reference in which, besides Venus and Lucrece,
Romeo and Richard (II or III) are referred to.

In 1600 the name

again occurs in a list of poets of Queen Elizabeth's reign.

In

1600 someone calls on Jonson, Greene and Shakespeare for verses
in honor of Elizabeth; and the name occurs again in a literary
reference to the play of Hamlet.

In 1603 or 1605 it is seen in

another listing of contemporary poets.

And, finally, in the

ReturiBFrom Parnassus (1606) he receives special mention as the
author of Venus and Lucrece, with the added comment that he is
of those who "pen plaies."
Such is the character of all contemporary references which
the industry of Halliwell-Phillipps has brought together:
references, that is to say, of people who knew 'Shakespeare'
in print, but who ha e nothing to tell us about William Shakspere in the flesh. j 0
(7) The next objection is based on the exceeding vagueness,
not to say mystery,that surrounds his middle period in London,
28 Polimant~ia,
(Cambridge,l595). Reproduced in Alexander B.
Grosart's Elizabethan England in Gentle and Simple Life.(Printed
for the Subscribers, 1881.)
29 Richard Barnfield, Lad~ Pecunia, or The Praise of Money.
(London: Printed by W.I., 1 05) p.38.
30 Looney, pp. 51,52.

creating at the least a suspicion that it is no more than an
empty postulate made necessary by the assumed authorship of the
plays.

Modern Stratfordians date this middle period at about

1592 - 1612, allowing some

twen~

years, as othervdse there

would not be a sufficient length of time for the production of
so many plays.

But

••• we have no positive knowledge of his being in London before 1592: the year of Greene's attack •••• And we have no
record of actual residence in London after 1596, when 'according to a memorandum by Alleyn he lodged near the Bear Garden
in Southwark• •••• The definitely assured London period appears
then to be shrinking from twenty to a mere matter of four
years (1592- 1596), during which there is not a single
record of his personal activities beyond the appearance of
his name tn a list of actors but evidently much mystery as
to his actual whereabouts. j 1
In the spring of 1597, Shakspere bought New Place in Stratford, and, according to Halliwell-Phillipps, "there is no doubt
that ••• henceforward (this is) to be accepted as his established
residence." 32

From now he is described as "William Shakspere

of Stratford - upon-Avon," an:l there is not only no proof that
he was anywhere domiciled in London after 1597, but "irrefutable
and continuous proofs" of his residency in Stratford from this
time forward. 33

But it was just as this juncture that the

plays began to appear; which leads to the assumption on Mr.

~

part, that Shakspere "was sent off to Stratford to be out of the
way at the time when the literary public was being interested in
the plays, n
31
32
33
34

34

so that the Shakspere whom they were being led

Ibid., pp.42~43.
Halliwell-Phillipps, p.134.
Looney, p.41.
Ibid., p.45.
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to believe in as the author of the plays might be too far away
from the milieu of literary London for anyone to investigate him
and discover his general unfitness for the role.
(S) Shakspere as actor.

As an actor and shareholder in

various theaters, he is supposeq to have.been exceptionally dis tinguished, one of the principal members of the Lord Chamberlaids
Company, whose appearance at Court at Christmas of 1594 with some

ot the most famous actors of the day may even have been due to
personal favor of the great Queen Elizabeth herself.
There was not a single theatrical company of those times
which did not make professional visits through nearly all the
English counties, and, in the hope of finding traces of Shakspere on his provincial tours, Halliwell-Phillipps personally examined the municipal records of no fewer than forty-six impor tant towns and cities in all parts of the country, as far north
as Newcastle - on

~Tyne,

and including Stratford - on - Avon it-

self.
In I!Q single instance (he says) have_I at ~resent found in
any municipal ~ords £ notice of the ~oet himself; but
curious material of an unsuspected nature respecting his
company and theatrical surroundings has been discovered. 35
Since then the number of "extant archives" so examined has
been extended to "some seventy", but still vr.i.. thout result so far
as finding any trace of Shakspere as an actor in the provinces is
concerned.

We must thl'efore turn to his record on the stage in

London.
35

Halliwell-Phillipps in Looney, p.55.

17.

Mrs. Stopes, in a note in her book, Burbage and Shakes ~eare,

records "The performances of the Burbage

for eighty years."

compe~y

at Court

From 1597· to the year of Shakspere's death,

1616, inclusive, there are separate entries for every year ex cept one.

Several actors are mentioned - Heminge, Burbage, Cow-

ley, Bryan and Pope - but "not

m

does the
36
Sh8kspere occur in all these accounts."
Furthermore

~

~

of William

Stopes says of the books of the Lord Cham-

berlain's company, that they also give much information concerning plays and players, but unfortunately they are missing for
precisely "the most important years of Shakespearean history."
The one volume of these books that has been preserved says nothing of any acting b,y Shakspere but merely records that,

li~e

others, he received a grant of cloth in connection

the cor-

~~th

onation procession. 37
"The only thing," says Mr. Looney, "that can be called an
official record of active participation in the performance of
the Lord Chamberlain's Company" is the

follo~~ng

entry discov-

ered by Halliwell-Phillipps in the accounts of the Treasurer of
the Chamber:
To William Kempe, William Shakespeare and Richard Burbage,
servants to the Lord Chamberlaine, upon the councelles warrant dated at Whitehall xv to Marcij.1· 1594, for twoe sev eral comedies or enterludes showed by them before her Majestie in Christmas ~e laste paste 3~z. upon St. Stephens days
and innocentes days ••• in all 20.
36
37
3S

Looney, p.5S.
Ibid., p.59.
Ibid., p.57.

Yet Mrs. Stopes gives the information that this particular
account was "drawn up after date by Mary Countess of Southampton,
after the decease of her second husband Sir Thomas Henneage, who
had left his accounts rather in a muddle."
ing of plays nor the parts taken in them.

The entry says noth The several person -

I

ages mentioned are called simply "servants"of the Lord Chamberlain, not 'actors'.

So that even if we accept it as being in

proper order as an official document, it is possible to assume
that Bhakspere was Paid as the supposed author of the said "comedies or enterludes."

39

Of non-official records of Shakspere's acting we have two,
His name stands first in the list of those who took part in the
first performance of Ben Jonson's Every Man In His Humour (1598);
and it appears again at the head of the second of two columns of
actors' names in the original edition of Jonson's Sejanus (1605).
These b">ro appearances of his name are the only things that
might be called records of his acting during the whole period
of his fame; the first at its beginning, and the second, according to several authorities at its close ••• whilst the writer responsible for the appearance of his name in these in stances is the same as lent the sanction of his name to the
deliberate inaccuracies of the First Folio. 40

Mr. Looney calls attention to certain other striking ab sences of the name of Shakspere in connection with the Lord
Chamberlain's company.· When the company became implicated .in the
E.s:~ex

Rebellion one of its members, Augustine Phillips, was ex -

amined. and made a statement on oath formally attested vdth his

39
40

Ibid., p. 57.

Worke~of Beniamin Jonson.
\.London: Printed by W. Stansbv. 1616.1 .

!bid., y.60. Cf. Ben .Jonson, The

1<; •

signature.

But though it involved the play Richard II, no men -

tion of Shakspere as either v.Ti ter or actor is made. 41
Nor is he mentioned in connection with the attendance of
the company on the Spanish Ambassador at Somerset House in

.A~t,

1604, when "Augustine Phillips and J'ohn Hemynges for th' allow ance of themselves arrl tenne of their fellows" received the sum
of twenty-one pounds, twelve shillings; nor in connection with
the litigation in 1612 in wl"l.ich ttJ'ohn Hemings, Richard Burbage
and Henry Condall" figure as representatives of the company; nor
on the occasion of the installation of Henry as Prince of

Wales

when the services of the company were enlisted and Anthony Mu.n day as writer and Richard Burbage and J'ohn Rice as actors are
spoken of in the official records. 42
In contrast vnth the meagreness of these contemporary
records we find his name appearing in the 1623 folio edition,
seven years after his decease, at the head of the list of "the
prin9ipall actors in all these plays," Ylhich, Mr. Looney thinks,
"confirms the bogus character of the whole of the editorial pretensions of that work." 43

-----41
42
43

Ibid., p.6l.
Ibid., n.61.
Ibid., p.62

CH.APTER II
REVIEr! OF ]ffi. LOONEY'S OBJECTIONS

The first thing that strilces one about most of these ob jections of Mr. Looney is their negative quality.

He does not

bring forward one bit of positive evidence th2. t Shakspere did not
write

the plays.

Instead he assumes th2. t if William Shakspere

was the author, certain things should have been said or done by
him or by others in connection v;i th him, and since these things
were not said or done in the mc..nner expected, William Shakspere
cannot have vrri tten the plays.

Thus he says there is no mention

of the fact that Shakspereever v:ent to school; Dr. Hall does not
say tro. t his n study of books" contained any volumes of Shaks pere's; there is no record of his early life to show that he was
precocious; he does not·apparently continue to write plays after

r~s retUl~

to Stratford from London; there are no autograph

letters or nanuscripts of his extant; there are no contemporary
notices of his death; there are no records of his having acted in
the provinces; and his name does not appear on sever2.l documents
relative to the Lord Chamberlain's. company in London- therefore
William Shakspere cannot have been the author of the plays.

This is the argument from silence vdth a vengeance.

But

the argument from silence is notoriously -,-.-eak; Emd to attempt to
overturn the faith of three centuries by such an appeal to negatives is inevitably to court mistrust in one's effort.

For

aught we know there may be a dozen good reasons v;hy each of these
things did not occur as vJe should expect them to have done.
~u.

Life

~

,,

iS full of examples of the hasty formation of judgments vn1ich

must later be revised, because certain non-occurrences turn out
to be due to ·causes other than those we originally assigned to
them.
Nor

~~11

it do to assert that, individually, many af these

objections may not have great force, but cumulatively they become
irrestible.

If the separate links of a chain are weak, whence

should the chain as a whole acquire its strength?

Let us, tnere-

fore, examine these objections one by one.
(1)

The first objection is on the ground of the knowledge

and culture exhibited in the plays contrasted with the environ ment of Stratford and the scant opportunities it offered.
this can easily be overdone.

But

Stratford was not all "dirt and

ignorance."
The regions about Stratford were in truth among the most
beautiful in England, v:i th dark primevel forests, "mur muring streams," and "pastures with their green mantles so
embroidered with flowers that,n to a contemporary observer,
"it seemed another Eden." l
These are precisely the surroundings calculated to minister to a
man's growth in culture and breadth of outlook, supposing him to
have been possessed in the first place of a poet's soul and a
reasonable access to the thoughts of others through the printed
page.
And what of thatlast?

What of the opportunities offered

1
.roseph Quincy Adams, A Life of William Shakesp~, p.37.
See also E.K.Chambers, William Shakespeare (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1930) Vol. I, p.9.

by the Stratford school, especially to a lad of genius?

Shaks-

pere's best biographer says:
The local free grammer school had been in existence at least
as early as 1424; in 1477 its master was able to boast the
university degree of Bachelor of Arts; and in 1553, under
the royal patronage of Edward VI, it was reorganized as "The
King's New School of Stratford-upon-Avon," with an endowment, and a special provision that its master should receive
a salary of not lets than~20 per annum. This handsome sal ary (it was double that paid to the Master of Eton) enabled
the citizens of Stratford to secure the best teachers, and
to build up a school that compared favorably~with those of
Worcester, Coventry and even larger towns.
In Shakspere's time the masters were all graduates of Ox-

~ord, and most of them were Fellows as well.3
~as

The discipline

most rigorous, hours of study being in other similar schools

usually eight hours a day or longer, ¥nth the teachers presenting lessons with a book in

one hand and a rod in the other.

The

curriculum included reading, writing, Latin (besides grammar and
~ranslation,

~ms,

a reading knowledge of Aesop's Fables, Cato's Max -

the Eclogues of Mantuanus, Ovid, Horace, Cicero, Terence,

~eneca, Plautus and Sallust), English Bible and Greek.4
To these subjects Roger Ascham adds "some sciences, namely,
music, arithmetic and geometry." 5

If William Shakspere, after

~11

this, could not manage to be a pretty well-educated man, we

~ay

indeed admit that he was too great a dunce to have been the

~uthor

2
3
4

of the plays.

Nor can it be reasonably doubted that,

Adams, p.48.
Ibid., pp.48,49.
Ibid., Chapter IV, Chambers rloubts the Greek. See Chambers,
PP cit, p.ll.
5
Roger Ascha.m, "The Schoolmaster," Elizabethan Verse and
Prose. George Reuben Potter, editor. (New York: Holt and Com pany, 1928), p.295.
·
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living in Stratford, he attended its school, at any rate for a
number of years.

Men everyv,rhere, under the influence of the Ren -

aissance, had begun to set a high value upon education.

Ascham,

in the work just cited, says that all men desired their children
to speak Latin.

It does not seem likely that Jolm Shakespeare,

who had risen to affluence and become High

~~iliff ~nd

then Chief

Alderman of Stratford, would not have the same desire to see his
eldest son educated, especially when he reflected on the lack of

.

learning under 'which he himself labored, if, indeed, he was as
unlearned as anti-Stratfordians claim that he was.
~he

beautiful scenery and the excellent school of Strat -

ford were not the only advantages the place offered to the young
poet.

Mr. Looney makes altogether too much of the statement of

Halliwell-Phillipps, that this was a "bookless neighborhood."
That may be true in a very general way; but Adams, who cites Mrs.
Stopes as having "sho·wn

the:~ t

Stratford vras by no means a book -

less place," says himself:
How many books he had access to outside the school we do
not kl1ov,r.
Doubtless not many in his ovm home, or in the
home of his father's most intimate friends. On the other
hand, from his schoolmasters, from his vicar, &nd from the
homes of the better educated, he could, were he so dis posed, have borrowed books on various subjects, particularly
chronicles, the Latin classics, a few romances, and innumerable theological treatises. 7
6

a~d

7

'Mrs:-· C.C. Stopes, Shakespeare's Environment (London: G. Bell
Sons, 1914) pp.55-61.
Adams, p.60.

2.l..

Nor must we forget the places rich in historic tradition
and romantic legend, which were within easy reach of Stratford:
Coventry, vdth its well-preserved vmlls, beautiful spires, and
legends; Warwick Castle (only seven miles away) centre of the
War of the Roses, residence of Richard

Nevil~Earl

of Warwick,

whom Shakespeare in III Henry VI, III, iii, 157 makes Queen Mar garet call "impudent and shameless Warwick, proud setter up and
puller down of kings;" and (not to mention others) especially
~enilworth

with its famous castle, home of the Earl of Leices -

ter, who in 1575 (Shakspere was then a boy of twelve) there en tertained Queen Elizabeth in sumptuous style

~~th

open-air pag -

eants and such noise ·of cannon and display of fireworks as might
be heard and seen thirty miles away.
miles away, as the crow flies.

Stratford was only ten

No wonder many scholars think

the inspiration of Oberon's vision in A

Midsumm~

Night's Dream

came from the scenes whiCh Shakspere remembered having seen as a
boy at Kenilworth. g
Lastly, Shakspere may have received much of his future bent
from witnessing the dramatic entertainments which were the chief
form of public amusement.

In Coventry the mystery plays annually

presented by the trade guilds were so important that "in the seventeenth century mystery plays in general were vulgarly called
Coventry plays." 9
~eading

g
9

One of these in which King Herod was the

character so impressed the future dramatist, apparently,

Ibid., pp. 39-41.
Ibid., p. 43.

2 •

that he alludes to "Herod of Jewry" over and over again in his
plays. 10
But besides these folk-performances the newer drama
was

comin~to

the country-placesfrom London.

Visits of London

companies to Stratfo~d began when Shakspere's £ather was High
Bailiff of the place, in 1568.

These were hospitably received

and played in the Guildhall, usually giving their first performance before the High Bailiff, or Mayor, and the city officials
together with their families and guests.

Among those who thus

visited Stratford during Shakspere's childhood and boyhood were
the Queen's Players, the Earl of Worcester's, the Earl of Lei 11
cester's, and the Earl of Warwick's.

Mr. Looney's assumption, that, if Shakspere had been a
genius, he would have been sufficiently marked off from other
boys for them to have noticed it and recorded it, is, like so
many other of his assumptions, prely gratuitious.

Instances are

not wanting of men of capability who were indistinguishable from
their fellows in early life, just as they are not wanting of men
who were prodigies in childhood but came to nothing in after

~

In fact, even the logic of his statement, that if Shakspere had
been remarkable as a boy he would have been noticed by the other
boys, may be called in question.

Lytton Strachey writing of

Thomas Bovell Beddoes says:
10
11

·Ibid., P•44·
Ibid., pp.45~47.

Cf. Halliwell-Phillipps, pp.

39~51.

26.
The genius at school is usually a disappointing figure, for,
as a rule, one must be commonplace to be a successful boy.
In that preposterous world, to be remarkable is to be ~
looked; and nothing less vivid than the white-hot blaze of a
Shelley will bring wi~~ it even a distinguished martyrdom. ~ 2
(2) Next Mr. Looney dila te.s

on the contrast between the

first and the last periods of Shakspere's life in comparison
with the middle or London period.

He talks of the almost un -

believable nature of the self-development necessary on Shakspere's part to lift himself out of the morass of ignorance and
dirt that was his environment in Stratford to the intellectual
heights represented in the production of the plays; and pro
claims it quite impossible to believe in his relapse after the
glorious London period into the completely non-literary pursuits
and general obscurity of his final period back in Stratford.
Now, as VIe have already shown, it was by no means such a
morass of ignorance from vVhich he had to raise himself in Stratford.

A very good schooling was accessible to

h~

together with

a rich environment of historical and legendary places, dramatic
exhibitions, and the books of friends.

In fact, "that John

Shakespeare on one occasion, at least, bought a book is shown
~ Mrs. Stopes." 13
Nor must we be misled by Jonson's famous phrase about
Shakspere's "small Latin and less Greek."

Jonson was a very con-

ceited man, arrogant and jealous, who seems to have been envious
12
Lytton.Strachey, Books and Characters. (New York:Harcourt,
Brace and Company, 1922) p.241.
13
Adams, op. cit., p. 60. Cf. Mrs. C.C. Stopes, Shakes peare's Environment, p.61.

of Shakspere's success, at least at first.

Moreover, while

Shakspere had never had a university education, Jonson studied
at Cambridge and later was created an M.A. of Oxford.
a

He was

great pedant, who spoiled his plays by overloading them with

his Graeco-Latin erudition.l4

Such a man might well be found

to consider the Latin and Greek attainments of others contemptuously, as being "small" in comparison VJith his own.

But Adams,

on the other hand, speaks more than once of Shakspere's mastery
of Latin, and thinks that, after finding himself in London, "in
an atmosphere surcharged with the Renaissance literature of the
Continent," he must inevitably have acquired "a reading knowledge of French and Italian." 15
Then there is Beeston's testimony that Shakspere was for
a time a schoolteacher before going up to London.

William Bee-

ston, as an eminent Elizabethan theatrical manager in London
while Shakspere was there and son of Christopher Beeston, a member of the London company which Shakspere joined, had ample opportunity to know the circumstances of the great dramatist's
life.

He told Aubrey concerning Shakspere the following: 'Though,

as Ben Jonson says of him, that he had but little Latin and less
Greek, he understood Latin pretty well, for he had been in his
younger years a schoolmaster in the country.n

16

ff

14 W.Robertson Nicoll and Thomas Seccombe, A Risto~~
English Literature ~New York: Dodd,Mead and COmpanyz_l 0
pp. 2640--~73; Emile Legouis and Cazami€lll, A History .ru:~ Eng ish
Literature (New York:Macmillan, 1929) p.461.
15
Adams, op cit., pp.56,57,93,145·
16
Ibid., p.92.
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Dr. Adams gives strong reasons for accepting this statement
as authentic, 17 which is accepted also by Sir William Robert son Nicoll and Thomas Seccombe, 18 by Thomas Marc Parrott, 19 and
by many others.
If all these things are true (and the evidence seems to me
better than any that Mr. Looney cites to the contrary)then there
is no great hiatus between Shakspere's fir.t and second periods.
As Adams says, "The transformation of a schoolteacher into a man
of letters is common in the history of literature." 20
As for the difference between Shakspere's second

e~d

third

periods, much of this, again, may be only apparent. If Mr.Lytton
Stra.chey may be believed, some of Shakespeare's plays were wri tteil
after he returned to Stratford.

He says this view is based upon

one important fact which has fundamentally affected the whole of
the modern criticism of Shakespeare, namely, the discovery and
reduction to a coherent law of the chronological order of the
plays, so long the object of vague speculation and of random
guesses.

Speaking of the traditional idea that Shakespeare's

final period was one of peace and quiet in Stratford, he says:
The group of works which has given rise to this theory of
ultimate sereni ~.f was probably entirely composed after Shakespeare's final retirement from London, and his establishment
at New Place. It consists of three plays - Cymbeline, The
Winter's Tale, and The Tempest - and three ~ragments - the
Shakespearean parts of Pericles, Hepry VIII, and The Tvro
,Noble Kinsmen. 21
17
18
19
York:
20
21

Ibid.J pp.90...96
p. 215.
Thomas Marc Parrott, William Shakespeare, A Handbook (New
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1934.)pp.20~21.
Adams, op cit., p.96.
1ytton Strachey, op cit., pp. 51,54.
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In that case, Shakspere'e final period was not destitute of
literary work.

And, let it be noted, this view of the late au -

thorship of the plays and fragments mentioned was not born of a
desire to support "the Stratford theory," but came independently
as a result of the discovery of the true chronological order of
Shakespeare's works.
It is a wonder Mr. Looney did not quote, in favor of his
views, M. Taine, who likevdse expressed surprise at the charac ter of

Shakspere's final period:

nstrange close (he says); one

which at first sign resembles more that of a shopkeeper than of
a poet." 22

But M. Taine goes on to suggest possible reasons

for this third period:1~st we attribute it to that English instinct which places
happiness in the light of a country gentleman and a landlord with a good rentroll, well connected, surrounded by
comforts, who quietly enjoys his undoubted respectability,
his domestic authority, and his country standing? Or rather
was Shakespeare, like Voltaire, a common sense man, though
of an imaginative brain, keeping a sound judgment under tl1e
sparkling of his genius, prudent from scepticism, saving
through a desire for independence and capable, after going
the round of human ideas, of deciding with Candide, that
the best thing one can do in this v10rld is "to cultivate
one's garden"?
I had rather thinl':, as his full and solid
head suggests, that by the mere force of his overflowing
imagination he escaped, like Goethe, the perils of an overflowing imagination; that in depicting passion, he succeeded,
like Goethe, in deadening passion; that the fire did not
break out in his conduct because it found issue in his poetry; that his theatre kept pure his life; and that, having
passed, by sympathy, through every kind of folly and wretchedness that is incident to human existence, he was able to
settle down amidst them vdth a calm and melancholic smile,
listening, for the sake of relaxation, to the aerial music
of the fancies in which he revelled. 23
22 H. A. Taine, Historx of English Literature (New York:
Howard E.Altemus, 1908), Vol. II, p.66.
23 ~., pp.66-67.
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To all of which we may add further, that his retirement may
have been due to a

breakdo\~

in his health, which required him to

relinquish his heavy duties as actor, theatre-manager and play wright, and seek the recuperating influence of country air somewhere away from London. 24
Nor need the way in which the village records contain men tion of his business transactions, while they do not speak of his
literary pursuits, occasion surprise.

This may simply be due to

the fact that the records, themselves being of a business nature,
would naturally mention a man's business affairs rather than his
literary doings.

Only literary or dramatic affairs of the first

magnitude, which involved commercial transactions ;·d. th the vil player~

lage fathers (like the visit of a company of metropolitan

would be recorded, but hardly the writings of a retired actor,
however proud his fellow-villagers might be of him.

Why

should

we expect, amid the bills and receipts, the records of tax payers
and tax defaulters, a line stating, "Oure neighboore Wm. Shaxspere hath i.J\i'I'i t a play yclept Cymbelinen?
Finally, in regard to this matter, we may point out the
parallel case of the second-greatest poet in English literature
(or should we

s~

the third-greatest?) John Milton.

What a co-

incidence that Milton's life, too, should bena drama in three
acts,n 25

and that in his case as in Shakspere'e, the begin -

ning and the end of his career should be at utter variance

~dth

24
Adams, op cit., p.440; Parrott, op cit., p.59.
25
Mark Pattison, Milton, English Men of Letters. (New York
Harper and Brothers, 1880), p.l3.

its middle period.
~

For Milton, to begin vdth, was a student and

poet, first at Cambridge and then at Horton,

v~iting

the Ode To

[hg Nativity, L'Allegro and II Penseroso, Lycidas and Comus, and
deliberately regarding himself as sent of God to fulfil a great
task as a poet.

Then he suddenly dropped all this, and for twen-

ty years never wrote another line of verse.

Instead he poured

forth pamphlet after pamphlet of bitter controversy, not unmixed
~vith

scurrilous abuse, in which- he championed the cause of Crom-

well and the Puritans against King and Church.

Then this as sud-

denly ceased, to be succeeded by a period of retirement and of
the

~Titing

of poetry more glorious even than that of the first

period - Paradise Lost, Paradise Regained and Samson Agonistes.
Now, borrowing the style of Mr. Looney, we may say:

It is

difficult to believe in such an act of self-stultification as is
implied in Milton's abandonment of poetry and his descent from
the high level of his first period to the coarse level of lns
ond period; it is

~difficult

se~

to believe that, after occupying

this low level for so many years, he can have suddenly raised

~

self to the dizzy heights of creative art represented by Pgradise
Lost and the other works of his third period; and it is quite impossible to believe that the same man can have accomplished two
such stupendous and mutually nullifying feats.
judge, we shall blunder.

But, if we thus

For the Milton of the controversial

period was, in fact, the same as the Milton of the other two
periods; and the hand that wrote in glovdng verse the

~

To The

r
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Nativity and the sublime strains of Paradise Lost,

~Tote

also, in

forthright prose to Salmasius: "What the devil is it to you what
the

English do among themselves?"

26

(3) The third objection I have already answered in vmat I
have said above about the argument from silence.

~~

there

sho~

be no autograph letters extant of Shakspere, nor even any contemporary allusions to his having

~Titten

a letter, I do not know.

But neither does anyone else really know.

Surmise is futile. The

explanation is probably quite simple, if we but knew it.

(4) Shrucspere's Will. The first objection in regard to
this is based upon the complete omission of all reference to the
publication of the dramas, and Mr. Looney's astonishment
~pon

inc~es

discovering that this was characteristic of Shakspere's at-

titude throughout his career.

He made no provison whatever for

the publication of the immortal works which were the chief prod~cts

of his genius.
But the answer is quite simple.

pere' s to print.
vorks of a
~ompany

of

Acc.ording to the custom of those times, the

play~Tight

~nich

The plays were not Shaks-

did

no~

belong to the author, but to the

he was a member, and by which he was paid.

Vfhen Shakespeare sold his manuscripts to the company he
parted w~tl1 all right in them, and the company, regarding·
them as its ow.n property upon which its income depended,
was unwilling to let them be printed ••• And how deeply concerned actors in general were to forestall the publica tion of their manuscripts is shown in the Articles of Agreement signed by the menbers of the Company of the Revels at
~~6
Malcolm W. Wallace, Milton's
~niversity Press, 1925), p.xxiv.

Prose. (London:

Oxford

r

-

-

~--------------------------------------------------------1~~.
Whitefrairs in 1608. One clause of the agreement reads:
"That no man of the said cowpany shall at any time put into print, any manner of play-book now in use, or that here after shall be sold unto them, upon the penalty and for feiture of forty pounds sterling, or the loss ofhis place
and share of all things amongst them." The reason for a
company's great anxiety to prevent the printing of its manuscripts is obvious. Representing a substantial outlay of
money, they constituted the company's stock-in-trade; and
so long as they could be enjoyed only in the theatre~ en abled the actors to dra't'l thither the London public. 7
The only reason that any of Shakespeare's plays was pub lished at all during his lifetime was because pirated and grossly
corrupt editions were brought out by others, and, therefore,
authorized editions were printed as a corrective to these.
Another reason why Shakspere did not interest himself in
the publication of his plays was, doubtless, the low literary estimate in which dramatic productions were then held, unless they
were

~~itten

How far

in deliberate imitation of Greek or Latin models.

Shakspere shared this view we cannot tell.

noticeable

tl1~t,

But it is

while his poems Venus and Adonis and The Rape

of Lucrece have dedicatory epistles prefixed to them by his hand,
and the publisher Thomas Thorpe made a dedication of the Sonnets
to"VV.H., their onlie-begetter,"
dedication of any kind.

not one of the plays carries a

And when finally, in 1623, his friends

gathered together his dramas in the First Folio edition, dedicated to the t11vo Earls of

Pembroke and of Montgomery, they "felt

it necessary to put his plays in the category of 'meanest things,'
beneath their lordships' serious attention: 'Vfe cannot but knovr
27

Adams, op cit.,

pp.510~511.

34.

their dignity greater than to descend to the reading of these
trifles.' "

28

Sir Thomas Bodley stipulated

th~t

mitted into the Bodleian collection.

no plays should be ad -

"The more I think upon it

the more it doth distaste me that such kind of books should be
vouchsafed a room in so noble a library.n 29
In a word plays were entertainments, of utilitarian value
to a company that lived by their production, ani of recreational
value to the audience that applauded them; but no one thought of
them as literature reflecting glory on their authors.

~~y

then

should Sha1cspere have provided for the publication ofhis plays?
He probably had no more idea than anyone else of the immense literary fame that awaited them and him in the

futur~.

Many schol-

ars think he alluded tohis plays when he wrote: My name be buried where my body is
And live no more to shame nor me nor you.
For I am shamed by that which I brihg forth,
And so should you, to love things nothing worth. 30
Another objection based on Shakspere's will i's that he did
not mention Ben Jonson in it.
again.

Here is the argument from silence

How should we know why Ben was omitted?

due merely to oversight, the

~~11

Perhaps it was

having been hastily altered at

the end and signed, apparently with the utmost difficulty-' when
Shakspere was very ill.

Or perhaps Shakspere actually felt re -

sentful tovv'ards Jonson just then, if his fatal illness was brought
28

~6

Ibid., p.493.
Ibid., p.493.
Sonnet LXXII.

35.
on by a drinking-bout inspired by a visit to Stratford of Jonson
and Drayton; and part of the generosity of Jonson's tribute to
Shakspere in the First Folio may have been due to remorse at
feeling that he had unwittingly caused his friend's death.

In

fact, as usual with the argument from silence, there may have 1:e:n
a dozen reasons beyond our ability to conjecture now.
The words "in perfect health," at the beginning of the will,
cannot be taken too
illness.

liter~lly

as precluding the possibility of

In legal parlance, especially in those

day~of

consid -

erable looseness in legal matters, this need have meant little
more than that the person was in sufficient possession of his
-vvi ts to make a valid will.

Naturally lavzyers and their clients

were not unwilling to stretch the truth a little rather than imperil the validity of a document of tbis nature.

Besides the

circumstances under v;luch the will had been dravm up were pecu liar.

It had originally been drafted by Francis Collins, lawyer

of Warwick, some months, or perhaps even over a year before the
poet's death.

Then Shakspere, influenced by the sudden marriage

of one o~his daughters on February 10, 1616, desired to make a
new will.

On March 25th, however, his condition was co critical

that there was not time to draw up a new vdll.
therefore, hastily summoned from

War'~Nick,

Francis Collins,

decided to rewrite the

first sheet vihich referred mostly to Judith, the aforesaid
daughter, and to make such alterations in the rest of the will
as the poet might dictate.

It is evidence of the hurry in which

the work was done, that Collins copied the month "January" from

the first page of the original will, and then had to score throqp
it and substitute "March."
Then he rapidly copied the opening lines, including the
stereotyped words "in perfect health <Jnd memory, God be
praised." The presence of these words shows either that
Collins was in an agitated frame of mind, and working under unfavorable conditions, or that he felt that, since
he was not making a brand-new vdll but merely altering an
earlier one, he ought to preserve the statement as llnd ing greater authority to the document as a whole. 3
This accounts for the difference in the signatures on the
three sheets.

The one at the end of the last sheet, "By me

William Shackspere," was v,Ti tten first (perhaps at the time of
the original drafting of the will, vrhen the testator was indeed
"in perfect health.")

But the other two, subscribed to talce

care of the re-v,rri tten and amended pages, were written now in
his last illness and by their shaky nature· indicate that he was
32
in fact a dying man.
Lastly, Mr. Looney complainsof the very un-Shakespearean
sound of

th~J.anguage

in this will.

The entire document is just such as a la~~er, in the ordinary way of business, would have dravm up for any other
man ••• From the first '.vord ••• to the last there is not the
faintest trace either of the intellect or of the literary
style of the man who vrrote the great dramas. 33

Mr. Looney thinks this all the more remarkable, because, if
"Shakespeare" was as interested
dicate, he must

in law as his plays seem to in-

of necessity have taken a direct part in dravdng

Adams, op cit., pp.462~J.:-63. Cf.Halliwell-Phillipps, pp.
31
212,213.
32
Ibid., pp. 461,469
33
Looney, op cit., pp. 30~31.
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up a document of this kind.
the bedside of

But if the document was drawn up at

Shakspere while he lay dying, this would not be

so.
Even if the instrument had been written entirely by the
testator himself, what reason would there be to expect, that, in
a list of beques'ts of money, furniture, houses, memorial rings,
there should appear traces of the "craftmanship" exhibited by the
same man in great vmrks of conscious art?

One might as well say

that there ought to be an element of mystery in the will of an
author of "detective" stories or a certain musical element about
the will of a composer.

After all V{ha t does Mr. Looney expect

of poor Shakspere on his deathbed?

That he should have be -

queathed his "second-best bed" to his wife in blank verse?

Or

that he should~ave pressed rings on the fingers of r~s fellow actors "i.'o'ith all the lyricism of "Where the bee sucks there suck

(5) Shakspere's penmanship.

As evidence of Shakspere's in-

ability to wTite 1Mr. Looney cites the fact that no signature of
his in connection vvi th his dealings at Stratford has ever been
found, despite the circumstances that
For all these years he had lived in Stratford, buying and
selling, lending money, prosecuting debtors, dealing in
single transactions involving the turnover of sums of money
equivalent to thousands of pounds in modern values, resulting in the preservation of thJ signatures of "marks" of
people with whom he dealt· ..•• 4
But this proves too much.

No document

pere's "mark" has ever been found either.
34

Ibid., p.31.

cont~ining

Shaks -

If Shakspere could

not write, presumably he affixed his mark to documents, as the
rest of the illiterates did.

Why, then, have none of these been

discovered?
As for the statement that in the first draft of the will
provision had been made for Shakspere's "seal" and then this had
been crossed out and "hand" substituted - that proves little.
!Francis Collins must have had to draw up many willslfor people
who could not

Perhaps he had drafted one just preceding

v~ite.

this of Shakspere's.
ently put the word

Then when he drew up this one he inadvert"seal" in it also.

But, suddenly recollect-

ing that this client could write, he scored through the word, and
i\Tote "hand". instead.
With regard to the six signatures of Shakspere 35 this is
emphatically a matter for the opinion of experts in calligraphy.
The mere conjectures of men like Looney and the present
who are not expert in this field, are idle.

~Titer,

Confining ourselves,

therefore, to the testimony of Sir E. Maunde Thompson, who spent
a long official life in the service of the trustees of the British Museum, we note first that much of the "wavy" appearance of
Shakspere's signature is due to the fact that he had been taught
to write in the old English script.
In tne course of the sixteenth century the handv~iting of
the educated classes in England was undergoing a radical
change. The old native style - a rugged and tortuous style was gradually giving place to the new Italian hand, founded
on the reformed style of the calligraphers of the Italian
Renaissance, the beauty and simplici~ of which ensured in
the end its general acceptance.
35
A seventh is beli~ved to have been discovered on the titlep~ge of an old book pub-Lished in 15 6 8, and now in the possession
~i 2 !:t2.m~1§~~t~~~~r2 6 ~n 1~2:~~ington. Vide Publishers' Weekly,

r
At the time when Shakspere v;as at school, the nm•r hand had
made its way in England so far that the more highly educated
vrere masters of it as v;ell as of the native hand; they could
-vvrite in either style. But progress is always slower in the
provinces than in the capital, and the evidence of extant
specimens of Shakespeare's actual contemporaries shows that
the writing-masters of Stratford were still teaching the old
English hand, and that hand alone. It was not untilBter
in the century that they appeared to have adopted the Italian
hand (see Shakespeare's England, pp. 294-6).
The strange
probability that Shakespeare never learned the Italian style
thus re-enforces the fact that his survivin~ signatures,
written in the last years of his life, are \With a single
modification, which ~~11 be afterwards explained) in the
old English script. With this information in his possession no one

sho~ud

con-

tinue to speak of Shakspere's "scrawl."
I must not here repeat all the details of Thompson's analysis of these signatures.

To do so would be to transcribe

most of his scholarly monograph on the subject.

Suffice it to

say that in the light of his expert knowledge and experience as
England's foremost paleographer, he had subjected this writing to
a most thorough scrutiny, letter by letter and, indeed, stroke by
stroke, without finding any reason to deny that they are all by
the same man, or that that man was an able writer.

The devia -

tions and inferiorities in the various signatures, he thinks,can
be fully accounted for by the following circumstances: (a) Sickness of the writer.
Although Shakespeare lived for nearly a month longer, till
the 23rd, April, there can be no question that at the date
of the execution of the will he was sorelr stricken; of
this the imperfections in the handv~itingpf the signatures
afford ample evidence. 37
36 Sir Edward Maunde Thompson, Shakespeare's Hand-vvri ting.
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1916) pp. 2,3.
37 Ibid., p.ll.
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Sir Edward Thompson thinks the phrase "in perfect health"
was true of the testator when the will was

dr~fted;

drafted earlier the execution of it was deferred.
this was done, in haste, on
not changed.

the~oet's

but though
¥fuen finally

death-bed, the phrase was

But all the signa. tures were written on the same

occasion, though the last ("by me William Shakspeare") he thinks
was written first, accounting for its superiority over the other
two.

He differs in this small detail from those who hold that

the last signature was written at the time the will was first
drafted, the other two being added on his death-bed to validate
the altered pages. 3S
(b) Use of abbreviations.
following· variations:
(3) Wm.Shakspe

The six signatures show the

(1) Willm Shakp

(4) William Shakspere

(2) William Shaksper
(5) Willm Shakspere

(6) By me William Shakspeare. 39
(c) Crowding of the

~ters.

Two of these signatures (the

Blackfriars" signatures) are on legal documents relating to his
property in London.

Shakspere evidently imagined, as a layman

might, that he was obliged in the case of such documents to confine his signature "within the bounds of the parchment label
which is inserted in the foot of the deed to carry the seal, and
not to allow it to run over onto the parchment of the deed it self." 40

In executing the first of these two signatures, there

fore, he has written his name in two lines, the surname under the

38 Ibid., pp. 11-13.
39 Ibid., pp.4,5.
40 Ibid, p.5.

l._n.
Christian name; and in the second, remembering what difficulty he
had experienced the day previous, he has adopted an unexpected
style
••• forming each of the letters of his surnames deliberately
and separately (except the a and k, which are linked) and by
modifying their shapes from t~e usual cursive to a restrained
and formally set character. 4
In No. (1) under (b) above we have the most important of
Shakspere's signatures.
Wallace of the
fice in London.

Universi~J

It was discovered in 1910 by Dr. C. W.
of Nebraska in the Public Record Of -

It is appended to a deposition in a lawsuit

brought by a certain Step!1en Bellott against his father-in-law,
Christopher Montjoy, v!i th whom Shakspere lodged in the city of
London about 1604.

The deposition is dated :Ma_y 11, 1612.

This

signature differs from the other five in that it was neither
·written in sickness, like those on the will, nor under the constraint of limited space, like the nBlaclcfriarsn signatures.
In this signature to Shakespeare's deposition we see a strong
handwriting altogether devoid of hesitation or restraint,
the writer wielding the pen with the unconscious ease that
betokens perfect command of the instrument and an ability
for swift formation of the letters. He is plainly in the
enjoyment of full bodily health. There is no indication
here of any fault with the nervous system~ Still there is
no reason to put forward any claim to precise calligraphy,
such as would be looked for in the writing of a highly
trained hand •.•• With this signature before our eyes we
easily recognize that Shakespeare vms quite equal to the
task of committing his thoughts to paper vri th adequate
speed, and without feeling the mechai).ical labor which
clogs the process of a feeble hand. ~~
41
42

Ibid., p.7.
Ibid., pp.9,10.
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Before leaving this matter of the signatures we would draw
attention to a somewhat unfair usage made by Looney of some words
of Sir E. Thompson.

The latter says:-

In the case of the signature to the Blackfriars mortgage deed
the value of its evidence for determining the general character of Shakespeare's hand~Titing is still further deprecia ted by the writer's adoption (one might almost accuse him of
a wilful perversity!) of an unexpected style. 43
Then he goes on to

spea~

of the deliberate formation of the

letters in an upright, stiff style in order to fit them into the
limited space on the label.

Mr. Looneyis comment on this is: The third (signature) is done in a style so entirely dif ferent from the others that he (i.e.Thompson) caEiders it
useless for the purpose of expert examination of the hand:VITiting: this he seems disposed to attribute to "wilful
perversity." 4~
We doubt whether anyone, not prejudiced, would place so
literal a construction upon the parenthetical sentence in the
above passage from Sir E. Maunde Thompson.

It will be noticed

that he closes the parenthesis with an exclamation mark, as if
to indicate that of course he does not mean this remark to be
taken too seriously.
But it seems that we may no longer be confined to these
signatures for examples of Shakspere's penmanship, but may ac tually possess a considerable MS of the great dramatist.

This

is in the form of a revision of part of a play, Sir Thomas More,
written, in the main, by the Elizabethan playV\Tight, Anthony Muhday, and is contained in the Harleian MS 7368 in the British·
Ibid., p. 7. ....
lj'QQ'fiev on ci L
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4~·

:Museum.
Of the twenty paper leaves of which it is now composed, thirteen are in the autograph of the author. The rest (seven
leaves), together vri th two small sheets originally pasted
down to tvm pages of the original M.S., but nov.- lifted from
them are contributions by five different hands, and con tain additional matter intended to take the place of, or
supplement, passages w:b..ich have been excised or marked for
deletion in the author's M.S. Two of these leaves, nnw numbered S and 9, contain, in three pages (the verse of 9 be ing left blank), an addition which has been adjudged by
critics, on account of the high merit of its composition,
to be Ymrthy of being pronoux;.ced the vvork of Shakespeare,
and to be in his autograph. Li-5
Sir Edward Thompson confines himself to paleographical
tests, comparing every letter. of Shakspere' s signature

~vi th

the

same letters as they occur in this section of the Harleian MS.
He concludes as follows: "Personally we feel confident that in
this addition to the play Sir Thomas More we have indeed the
handwriting of WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE. n 46
(6) We come to the matter of the silence of his contem poraries concerning
from silence again!

Shru~spere's

life and death.

The argument

But it is based on the assumption that he

45 Thompson, op cit.,p.30. Professor Adams points out the following parallels: nwhat's a watrie parsnip to a good heart?
trash, trash ••• our infection vvi.ll ma.ke the city shake, vrhi ch
partly comes through the eatin~of parsnips. Clown. True and
pumpions together." (More, II.9-16). "T'nis unwholesome humidity,
this gross watery pumpion" (Merry Wives, III,iii,43); "like ravenous fishes" (More, I, p.86), "as ravenous fishes" (Henry VIII,
I,ii,70); "spurn you like dogs" (More, I,l35), "I spurn thee like
a cur" (J.Caesar, III, i,46), "And foot me as you s:eurn a stranger cur" (M.of Ven., I~iii,ll9); "Your mountainish ti.e.barbarous)
humanity" (More, I,l40;, "Ha, thou mountain,.foreigner!" (Merry
~fives, I,i,l64. (Adams, op cit., p.49S). See J. Dover Wilson,
"r<Tevvs_ Sheet of the Bibliographical Society, January, 1919; Percy
Simpson, The Libra~, 1917, VIII, 79; James Spedding, Notes and
Queries, 4th Series, X, September 21st, 1872.
--~6. Ibid., p.54.
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was of great literary repute in his

o~~

lifetime.

That his plays

were popular is undoubted, but, as we have seen, plays were considered worthless and even disreputable by the literati and the
cognoscenti of those days.

Had the great volume of Spenser's

work been in drama instead of lyrical verse, he probably would
not have been buried in Westminster Abbey either.
As showing how one may accept this silence about Shaks pere without seeing in it any reason to deny his authorship of
the plays, I append the following passage from Emerson: There is somewhat touching in the madness with vrhich the
passing age mischooses the object on which all candles
shine and all eyes are turned; the care Yd. th which it
registers every trifle touching Queen Elizabeth and King
James, and the Essexes, Leicesters, Burleighs and Buckinghams, and lets pass without a single valuable note the
founder of another dynasty which alone will cause the
Tudor dynasty to be remembered ..: the man ;,vho carries the
Saxon race in him by the inspiration which feeds him, and
on vvhose thoughts the foremost people of the world are
now for some ages to be nourished, and minds to receive
this and not another bias. A popular player, - nobody suspected he was the poet of the human race; and the secret
was kept as faithfully from poets and intellectu~l ~en as
from courtiers and frivolous people. Bacon, who took the
invento~J of the human understanding for his times, never
mentioned his name. Ben Jonson, though we have strained
his few ~urds of regard and panegyric, hadno suspicion of
the elastic fame whose first vibrations he was attempting.
He no doubt thought the praise he has conceded to him generous and esteemed himself, out of all question, the bet ter poet of the two.
If it need wit to know vli t, according to the proverb,
Shakespeare's time should be capable of recognizing it.
Sir Henry Wotton was born four years after Shru~espear~'
and died twenty-three years after him; and I find, among
his correspondents and acquaintances, the follo-wing per sons: Theodore Beza, Isaac Casaubon, Sir Philip Sidney,
The Earl of Essex, Lord Bacon, Sir Walter Raleigh, John
Milton, Sir Henry Vane, Isaac Walton, Dr. Donne, Abraham
Cowley, Bellarmine, Chc:trles Cotton, John Pym, John Hales,
Kepler, Vieta, Albericus, Gentilis, Paul, Sarpi,Arminius;

44.
all of whom exists some token of his having communicated, vd. thout enumerating many others whom doubtless he saw, Shakespeare, Spenser, Jonson, Beaumont, Massinger, the two
Huberts, Marlowe, Chapman and the rest. Since the constellation of great men who appeared in Greece in the time of Pericles, there was never any such society; - yet their genius
failed them to find out the best head in the universe. Our
poet's mask v;as impenetrable. You cannot see the mountain
near. It took a century to make it suspected, and not un til two centuries had passed, after his death, did g.uy
criticism which we think adequate begin to appear. 47
~~th

Think of the most extraqrdinary of all instances of this
blindness of contemporary history to the greatness of one
personalities.

We hesitate to introduce here the most

of its

sacred of

names, but, if it be possible, think for a moment of Jesus as
simply the greatest of men.

Did the innumerable writers, poets,

orators, governors and other officials of the Roman Empire think
it worth while to chronicle His doings?

Were they in the least

aware that in one of their provinces had lived and died a Jewish
teacher Vfl1o would completely change the course of history?

Even

when His followers had over-run the empire and penetrated the
palace of Caesar itself, the references to Him personally in
Tacitus, Suetonius and the rest· do not exceed half-a-dozen, and
these of the most meager or contemptuous sort.

A great archaeol-

ogist says it was considered, amongst Greek of men of letters
about 160-240 A.D., "a solecism to use such a vulgar and barbar ian word as

Xpto--r,o...vo's •n

4S

And.

yet, in the words of a famous

47 · Ralph We~do Emerson, "Shakespeare; or The Poet," Representative Men. (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin and Company, Riverside
Edition, 1S97), pp.l93-4.
4S
Sir William Ramsay, The Church And The Roman Empire
(London: Hodder and Stoughton; i907),-p.~ 264.
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historian, ·whose agnosticism makes him an impartial i.d tness in
this matter:.••• the simple record of three short years of active life
(i.e. the ministry of Christ) has done more to regenerate
and to soften mankind than all the disquisitions of phil osophers end all the exhortations of moralists. 49
~~y,

then, should it occasion surprise if Shakspere's gen-

ius was unrecognized in his lifetime and his demise elicited
little comment?
It is very likely that Looney does less than justice to
the references to Shakespeare by his contemporaries, or in con temporary editions of his separate plays.
more such references.

Adams gives thirty or

Of course Mr. Looney would say of most of

them \v.hat he says of those given by Halliwell-Phillipps, that
they are mere literary references such as any one might make to
an author, and do not identify him personally.

But how else

should even the personal acquaintance of a poet refer to a passage in his v1orks, unless he were egotistical enough to go out
of hi·s way each time to mention that he enjoyed direct acquaintanceship with the author?

There is no reason to assume that the

many who thus referred to Shakespeare in his lifetime knew him
only through his vrorks.
Vfuat alternative does Mr. Looney offer for our belief? It
is this:

That the plays and poems were really written by Edward

de Vere, Earl of Oxford; that because it would be infra dig. for
an aristocrat-to emerge az a playwright, a second-rate actor of

49

V{~E .H. Lecky,

~~d Co.,

History of European Moral~ (London: Watts
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a London theatrical company was chosen to be the ostensible au thor; that this man, William Shakspere, an illiterate boor,
agreed to the arrangement, no doubt for a financial considera tion, and periodically presented his company with a play of extraordinary merit which usually attained

great popularity; that

the members of this theatrical company evinced no surprise at
the wonderful talent thus exhibited by one of their humbler members; that when the time came for the publication of the1plays
in London, Shakspere was bundled off to Stratford to live in seclusion; that there his fellow-tovv.nsmen - many of whom paid visits to London and heard of the amazing vogue his plays had made no comment, or else they had been taken into confidence and
all agreed to respect DeVere's secret; and, after the deaths of
both Shakspere and De Vere, Heminge, Condell, Ben Jonson and
others all conspired to crystallize the imposture forever in a
sumptuous Folio edition of the plays, attributed to William
Shakspere of Stratford-on-Avon, vd. th a portrait and commemora tive poems all complete.
With a preposterous series of assumptions we have herel
How improbable that a secret involving so many personsphould
have been kept inviolate until nowl
(7) Mr. Looney avers that there is no evidence that Shakspere was in London for more than four years or so, ending

~~th

1596 or 1597, and that after 1597, when publication of the plays
began in real earnest, Shakspere was evidently domiciled at
Stratford, whereas the nature of the plays requires their author

r

to have been living in London.
We have spoken of the

g~eat

reliance Looney places on the

argument from silence as a weakness in his testimony.

Here we

must instance another weakness - his inclination to rely on circumstantial evidence of too slight a sort.
In 1597 Shakspere purchased New Place in his old home village, and is described in a return as a householder in Chapel
1597--98, and as having a large quantity of corn and
malt at New Place. 50 This becomes his recognized country resiSt~eet,

dence, and henceforth he describes himself and is described by
others as "William Shakespeare, of Stratford-on-Avon, in the
51
county of Warvdcl{, gentleman. n
Such details as these, together

~ith

a certain vagueness about Shakspere•s residence in

London, which, of course, Looney magnifies, are seized upon to
prove (?) that Shakspere must have been resident in Stratford
and not in London after 1597.
But this is

a non sequitur.

Shakespere's family may have

been lodged in New Place while he lived in London carrying on
his work, and whence he periodically visited Stratford. Adams
quotes the record of Aubrey, that "he was wont to go to his native country once a year," and adds that "doubtless
occasion for numerous shorter visits." 52
5ID
51
52

Halliwell-Phillipps, p.ll3.
Ibid., pp.ll3,253.
Adams, p.255.

he found

4~·

Nor is the evidence wanting of.Shakspere's residence in
London after 1597.

In January 1598 a letter from Abraham

Sturl~

a prominent citizen of Stratford, to his brother-in-law Richard
Quiney, in London, implies that Shrucspere is living in the latter place, and urges Quiney to get in touch with him and urge
him to purchase the tithes of Stratford.53

Nine months later

Quiney was again in London, and borrowed thirty pounds from
Shakspere in the city 2.nd received

t·wo more Stratford letters

implying Shakspere's residence there.54

In 1598, also, Shaks-

pere played in London in Ben Jonson's Every Man In His_Humour. 55
In 1603 under patent of the new king, James I, "William Shakes peare" receives special mention among players at the Globe The atre.56

In the spring of 1604 Shakspere heads a list of the

leading members of the King's Company (as the former Lord Chamberlain's Company was now called), who received presents of "red
cloth ••• against His Majesties Royall Proceeding through the
citie;" and in the fall.of the same year he and eleven other members of the King's Company by royal command waited on the special
ambassadors from Spain and Austria, and resided for the purpose
at Somerset house.5 7
In 1612 Shakspere is haled into court as

2"

'id tness

in the

marital case of one Stephen Bellett and his wife Mary Mountjoy,.
53
Halliwell-Phillips, p.l37.
54
Ibid., pp. 138-142.
55
Adams, p.275.
56
Ibid., p.357.
57B lfrnest Lawi Shakesneare as a Groom of the Chamber (London:
__G• e
& Sons
.I.J.l4J , PP. (j, .L5-=26 •
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and Shakspere's part in the proceedings shows him to have lodged
with Mary Mountjoy's parents in Silver Street near the heart of
the city, "apparently from 1601-02 until 1606-07, or during the
golden period of his career as playwright." 58
Surely this is evidence enough of his living in London well
be~rond

1597 I
(8) In the last

of these principal objections of Mr.Looney

his use of the argument from silence comes to a climax.

There is

no mention of Shakspere's name in the municipal records concerning the provincial tours of what is supposed tobave been his company; nor is he mentioned in half-a-dozen other affairs in vmich
his company figured in the city and in connection vdth which the
names of actors supposedly less important than he, do appear.
Ergo, William Shakspere cannot have been a great actor, if he was
an actor at all, and the whole business of his connection

~~th

the London stage is largely, if not altogether, mythical.
Over against these inferences have to be set such indubitable facts as these:The name of Shakspere stands first on the list of those who
took part in the original performance of Jonson's Every Man In
His Humour.

When Jonson published the Folio edition of his

plays, he placed on a special page of Every Man In His Humour
this statement:

58

Adams, p. 380.

50.
This Comoedie was first
Acted in the yeere
159S
By the then L. Chamberlayne
his Servants
The principall Comoedians were
Will. Shakespeare
Ric.Bu.rbage
Joh. Hemings
Aug. Philips
Tho. Pope
Hen. Condell
Will. Slye
Chr. Beeston
Will. Kempe
Joh. Duke

59

Shakspere also took a prominent part in the production of
another Jonson play, Sejanus, and his name is placed at the head
of the

second column of actors' names:
This Tragoedie was first
acted, in the yeere
1603
By the King's Maiesties
Servants
The principall Tragoedians were
Ric. Burbage
Will Shakespeare
Aug. Philips
Joh.Heminges
Will. Sly
Hen. Condel
60
Ioh. Lowin
Alex. Cooke
Again, as we have seen, James I

an

coming to the throne

issued a Patent licensing the Lord Chamberlain's men henceforth
to act under his

01~

patronage, and singled out nine actors for

special mention from among "the rest of their
follows: -

59
60
61

associates" as

Lawrence Fletcher
William Shakespeare
Richard Burbage
Augustine Philips
John Heminges
Henry Con:iell
William Slye
Robert Armin
61
Richard Cowley
The Work~ of Beniamin Jonson (London:l616).
Ibid.
Adams, p.357.
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Then in 1604 we have the grant of red cloth to provide liveries for the King's Men to participate in the Royal Procession
into London.

And here, once more, the name of "William Shakes -

pearen appears at the head of a list of nine such players special
ly mentioned.62
In the face of such facts, of what avail is it to say,that
it is very strange that Shakspere, having been mentioned this often as a prominent actor, was not mentioned several times

more?

Why he was not mentioned in this connection, or in that, to which
Mr. Looney refers, we may not know.

mentioned as above.

But we do know that he was

And someone has wisely observed, that we

should never suffer what we know to be disturbed by what we know
not; and that, vmere an assertion is founded on fact, objections
to it are nothing, for the one is based upon our knowledge and
the other

upon our ignorance.

Mr. Looney's answer to these facts is to affirm, .or per haps we should say to insinuate, his belief that Jonson inserted
Shakspere 1 s name deceitfully into the Dramatie Personae of his
tvro plays, as he believes him and the others to have perpetrated
a forgery in the First Folio edition (positions made necessary
only by the exigencies of an anti-Stratford

~heory);

and to in-

quire, in regard to the other appearances of Shakspere's name,
How does it happen, in view of the total silence of the
records of the Lord Chamberlain's company during all the
years, both before and after, that his name was inserted
twice in one year (1603) fft was in 1603 and 1604] in the
business formalities of the company. 63
62
63

Law, p.S.
Looney, op cit.,p.63,CF.pp.60-62
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Before closing this part of my thesis I must mention some
other general weaknesses in Mr. Looney's method of argument.
i.

He is quite biased.

He asserts unequivocally that

Shakspere was forced into marriage with Anne Hathaway and that on
tl1e birth of her twins he deserted her - both moot points, as
every student of Shakspere's life knows. 64

But it is to the

interest of Mr. Looney's theory to make the Stratford man appear
in the worst light possible, just as it is to its interest to uphold De Vere and justify his every action.

Again Ben Jonson must

be portrayed as a master of dup:p.ci ty and prevarication, some
words of Sir Sidney Lee about the First Folio being pressed to
quite unwarrantable lengths in this connection. 6 5
Once more J
everything Sir Sidney Lee says about De Vere in his life of him
in the Dictionary of National Biography is seized upon as gospel
truth by Mr.

Looney, because it bolsters his theory. But the

same Sir Sidney Lee is summarily dismissed if he appears as a
vvi tness for the Stratford Shalrspere as author of the plays. 66
ii.

He is

inconsistent~

In trying to prove that after

1597 Shakspere lived in Stratford and not in London, where the
plays supposed to be his were just then being published, he lists
some nine or ten transactions of Shakspere's in Stratford, and
says: "In a personal record from which so much is missing we may
justly assume th..a t v.rhat we know of his dealings in Stratford
64
65
66

Ibid., p.J6.
Ibid., pp.27-28,30,63,358.
Ibid., pp.27,39,44,54-55,70,111-112,124,316-l7,etc.

53.

forms only a small part of his activities there."

67

But why

may we not make as generous an assumption for his activities in
London during this same period?

There are at least as many evi-

dences of Shakspere's activity in London during these years as of
his activity in Stratford; and why

shou~d

not they, together vdth

the convenient assumption that they form but a part of the whole,
suffice to establish his residence there?

Answer:

Because this

would not suit the DeVere hypothesis.
Again, in one part of his •Nork Mr. Looney cites a lack of
interest in the personalities of authors in the Elizabethan Age
as the reason why the secret of De Vere' s authorship vvas so well
kept; yet on another page lack of contemporary reference to
Shakspere's personality is regarded as a grave omission! 68
Once more, Mr. Looney says:
If William Shakspere were not a mere mask for another iiiTi ter,
perhaps some Stratfordian will tell us what else he could have
done, or left undQne, to ma.ke it appear that such was the part
he vvas playing ? 6~
But William Shakspere can hardly have been much of a mask for a
literary man, even to his contemporaries, for he was a country
bumpkin, illiterate, unable to write i1is own name :rd. thout as sistance, totally without culture- at least according to the supporters of the Oxford claims.

Who that knew suCh a man can have

supposed for a moment that he was capable of such works as Venus
~Adonis,

the Sonnets,

~nd

Hamlet?

Surely De Vere would have

had the sense to choose for his mask some literary hack like

67
68

69

Ibid., p.44.
I bid., np. Lr7-48, 52, 64,70.
Ibid., p.53.

George Wilkins or Anthony Munday, who at least bore the semblance
of an author.
iii.

He is self-contradictory.

Speaking of the lack of

any evidence of Shaksperean correspondence, he says: We do not mean merely that no autograph letter has been pre served, but there is no mention of any letter, no trace of a
single phrase or vrord reported as having been addressed to
anyone during all these years, as a personal message from
what we are asked to believe was the most facile pen in
England. 70
And again:
The magnitud~ of this omission of real contemporary refer ence to the personali~J of the man can only be appreciated
by those who, for any special purpose, have had to search
into the collections of Elizabethan documents that have been
published, or who know anything of the immense amount of personal details, concerning the most unimportant of people,
preserved in our various local histories. Such a silence
seems only explicable on the as:nJn:.ption th~t the utmost care
was taken to keep the man out of sight. 7l
Then, lo and behold, on a page between those on which the above
quotations appear, we get tlus information:
In Shakspere's day, however, according to Halliwell-Phillipps,
"no interest was taken in the events of the lives of authors
.::non-nolitical correspondence was rare~preserved, (and)
elaborate diaries were not the fashion. ~
Italics mine.
iv.

He is occasionally downright inaccurate.

For

instanc~

he affirms of Shakspere r s will: "One entry alone in the vdll connects the testator vJi th his London career ••• " 73

(Alluding to

the gift of memorial rings to Heminges and Condell).
true.
70
71
72
73

This is not

There is an extended reference to Shakspere's Blackfriars
Ibid., p.23.
Ibid., p.52.
Ibid., p.47.
Ibid., p.27.

property in London as among the bequests made by the dramatist to
his eldest daughter, Susanna Hall. 74
Mr. Looney seems to forget his position in regard to this
whole matter.

For almost three hundred years one view preempted

the field of Shakespearean study, viz., that V!illiam Shakspere
of Stratford and the Slmkespeare of the dramas are one and the
same person.

In favor of that view is so much evidence that no

one thought to question it very seriously until the nineteenth
century.

It is still the view of the great majority of Shakes-

pearean scholars •. The onus of proof, therefore, lies heavily on
him who·would dislodge this well-established conviction, and to
effect such a dislodgment he must do far more than raise objections to the evidence and point out the long-ackno-wledge myster ies shrouding the person of Shakspere.

He must produce incon -

trovertible proof that Shakspere is not the author of the plays
that bear his name, and that someone else is.
feel that Mr. Looney has done.

This we cannot

We are almost tempted to write

over his argument the Latin epigram which he

plac~s

at the head

of his first chapter, criticizing the Stratford theory: Exnfrdlo
nihil fit.

74

Adams, op cit., p.470.

CHAPTER III
MR. LOONEY'S METHODS AND CONCLUSIONS
A writer on the subject thus explains the vmy Mr. Looney
came to his conclusions: The method Mr. Looney adopted was similar to that used by
Scotland Yard when called upon to investigate a burglary or
a forgery. It was (1) to tabulate the indications which
the works supply of the probabl-e characteristics of the
author, ~2) to select one outstanding feature as a clue,
(3) to discover some man v,ho satisfied this test, (4) to
see if that man possest the other distinguishing characteristics tabulated, (5) if so, to investigate his life,
his actions and his personality, in order to see if they
were reflected in Shakespeare's works, (6) if they were,
to look for and apply further possible tests, (7) and lastly,
to ascertain vrha t personal connections there were between
the newly-discovered author and previously reputed authors." 1
Examining the works of Shakespeare Mr. Looney comes to the
conclusion that their author must have possessed the following
characteristics: 1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

·9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
1
2.

A matured man of recognized genius.
Apparently eccentric and mysterious.
Of intense sensibility - a man apart.
Unconventional.
Not adequately appreciated.
Of pronounced and knmm literary tastes.
An ehthusiast in the vrorld of drama.
A lyric poet of recognized talent.
Of superior education - classical - the habitual associate of educated people.
A man v.ri th Feudal connections.
A member of the higher aristocracy.
Connected with Lancastrian supporters.
An enthusiast for Italy.
A follower of sport (including falconry).
A lover of music.
Loose and improvident in money matters.
Doubtful and somewhat conflicting in his attitude to womn.
Of probably Catholic leanings, but touched with sceptic~m
Gilbert Slater, Seven Shakesneares.(London:Cecil
Looney, op cit., pp. 92, 103.
;o

2
Palmer,n.~

Mr. Looney displays considerable ingenuity in worldng out

these conclusions, though some of his arguments appear to us to
be rather v,reak.

We question very much whether a great deal of

confidence can be placed in attempts to divine the personal chaxacteristics of en author from his published works.

Vfuo would

suppose, for instance, from a perusal of the simple sentiments
of the Elegy In a Country Churchyard, that the author of that
poem was one of the most learned men of his time?

He mentions

Mil ton and Cromwell, but only in such a way as might be done by
any person of average knowledge.

What vmuld be the natural con-

elusion as to the author of Hyperion and Endymion, the Ode To A
Grecian Urn and To Psyche?
a knowledge of Greek.

That he was a university scholar wit

Yet Keats, we knov.r, got such schooling as·

he possessed from a private school, and, though he learned Latin
vrell enough to read Ovid, he never learned Greek at all.

Dr.

Adams thin..l.{s the attempt to construct the character and circum stances of Shalcespeare from his plays is particularly injudl:ci ous.

He says:

One cannot say enough in condenu~ation of that specious type
of scholarship v;hich seeks to disclose the life of so prac tical a man and objective a poet as Shakespeare by a clos et exawinati9n of his p~ays. No doubt he put much of himself
.into his work, as e-very artist must do, and especially the
dramatist; but he drew from his great store of vlisdom and
sympathy, not from his temporary moods and,~etty troubles. 3
It is too much to assume, as Looney does, that because of
the favorable portrayal of Antonio, the easy-going money-lender,
and his friend, the borrower and spendthrift, Bassanio,fh9keS}Sare

3

Adams, op cit., p.354·
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was himself shiftless in financial affairs.
argue from Macbeth, that the

One might as well

author of the play was not averse

to a quiet, little assasination, now and then.

Nor do we think

that so much can be made of Shakespeare as an Italian

enthusias~

who must have personally visited Italy, because of the realism of
tl~e

Italian atmosphere and descriptions in some of lns plays.

Shakespeare lived and wrote at the height of the English Renais sance, when "an Italian enthusiasmn was the vogue in England,
and many men were making "the grand tour."

Shakspere at the Mer-

maid Tavern and other places would hear enough about Italy to be
able to describe many of its scenes

~~th accu~acy,

and from this

source as well as from reading his favorite authors, Ovid and
Boccacio, he would be able to derive all the atmosphere referred
to.
Take two arguments advanced to show

t~4t

Shakespeare must

have been an aristocrat, and therefore could not have been the
humble Shakspere of Stratford.

First, his wide range of terms

borrowed from such aristocratic sports as falconry and the chase.
But this could equally well be turned to the advantage of' the
Stratford theory, by showing that the boy Shakspere, growing up
in a rural village of Warwickshire, would have ample opportuni ties for becoming gy fait with the sports of the country lords
and ladies without being

an aristocrat himself, just as a mod-

ern American schoolboy often becomes fc.miliar ir:i th all the terminology of some admired sport like boxing, though he may never
become a professional pugilist himself.

The other apgument is

59

that Shakespeare is forever portraying the nobility, and when he
does so, invariably does it with success, while his ordinary
"citizens" are the ones among his characters that are wooden and
strut the stage like automata.

4

This is largely a subjective

argument; and besides it is outrageously exaggerated.

Shakes -

peare, we may be permitted to say, has some very wooden kings and
aristocrats (King John, for one), but he has to his credit a
whole host of plebians of a very engaging sort:

Bottom the

w·eaver, of whom Mr. Strachey says, that he "was the first of
Shakespeare's masterpieces of ch..aracterisation," 5
Dogberry,
Touchstone, Launcelot Gobbo, Christopher Sly, Justice Shallow,
Jack Cade, the two Dromios of A Comedv of Errors, and many more.
And what of his villains:
wooden?

Shylock, Caliban, and Iago?

Are

~hey

Shakespeare of course lays great emphasis on the aris-

tocracy, as was natural to one who

~.~,Tote

in the Renaissance) vrhen

such importance was attached to the court, but as foils for his
qristocrats he has created, too, a great number

of very live

commoners.
Mr. Looney's next step was to select one outstanding feature among these characteristics as a clue to the identity of
the author.

He selected lyrical talent, 2nd tells us why.

"If there bad been any lilcelihood of his having left other
dramas under his own name, this would certainly have been
the best line to follow. A little reflection, however, soon
convinced me that not much was to be hoped for in this direction; for already the experts have been able to discriminate to a very large extent betv:een what is really his and

4
5

Looney, op cit., p.94.
Strachey, op cit., p.68.
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what is not his, in writings that for centuries, had been
regarded as pure Shakespearean work; and this process iS
going on progressively as the distinctive qualities of
his vmrk are bring more clearly perceived. Consequently
had whole plays of his existed somewhere it is natural to
suppose that they v:ould have been recognized before novr. 6
But with lyric poetry it v:as different.

The author of the

plays was e:viden tly one of the foremost lyricists of :b..:i.s time.
To a greater extent than any other body of drama, possibly, his
plays are enriched with lyrical .verse; ·whilst his purely lyri cal vvork, his sonnets, the Venus and Adonis
place him in

tl~e

2,nd

other lyric poems,

forefront of English lyrical poets.

Moreover, while this author might have concealed his connection

~~th

long, involved dramas under a nom-de-plume like

nwilliam Shakespearen so as to be unknovm to his contemporaries
as a playwright, it is hardly likely that he could so success fully have concealed his prowess as a lyric poet.
are spontaneous products, frequently

thro~n

For lyrics

off in the white heat

of.composition and with a certain abandon on the part of their
author, so that it is extremely unlikely that a facile vrriter of
great quantities of such verse should never let his authorship of
at least a few p9ems become knovm among his contemporaries and
friends.

At the same time we cannot expect to find the body of

lyrics which appears under his ovvn name to be very large, for,
considering the quantity he has already put out as Shakespeare,
he would have had to live two lifetimes if he published anything
like an equal amount under his mvn name.
6

Looney, op cit., pp.l05-106.
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Vlhen

Mr. Looney had arrived

at this point in his delibera-

tions,the next thing was to search carefully through anthologies
of Elizabethan verse for such a lyricist.

Turning to q book of

sixteenth-century verse, he went carefully through it, marking
off each piece which he found written in the stanza-form em ployed by Shakespeare in his Venus and Adonis.
fewer than

he had expected.

He found much

These he read through several time;

familiarizing himself vd th their style and matter, and rejecting
first one and then another as being unsuitable.
remained.

As one of these was anonymous, he was finally left with

but a single poem.
Vere.

At last but two

This was-the one entitled Fair Fools by

De

It is thus given by Dr. Grosart.

If women could be fair and yet not fond,
Or that their love were firm not fickle, still,
I ·would not marvel that they make men bond,
By service long to purchase their good ~Qll,
But when I see how frail those creatures are,
I muse that men forget themselves so far.
To mark the choice they make, and how they change,
How oft from Phoebus do they flee to Pan,
Unsettled still like haggards wild they range,
These gentle birds that fly from man to man,
Who would not scorn and shake them from the fist
And let them fly, fair fools, v:hi ch way they list?
Yet for disport we fawn and flatter both,
To pass the time y;hen nothing elpe can please,
And train them to our lure vri th subtle oath,
Till, weary of their wiles, ourselves we ease;
And then vre say, ·when we their fancy try,
7
To play with fools, Oh what a fool was I.
This poem broke upon Mr. Looney's consciousness with a glad
7
Alexander B. Grosart, Miscellanies or The Fuller Worthies'
Library, Vol. IV.(Privately Printed, 1S72-1S73), p.420.
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surprize, full as his mind was of the cadences of Venus and Adonis, which he had been rereading.

Here, he felt, was the author

whom he sought as the real ns:1akespeare."
In addition to the identity in the form of the stanza with
that of "Venus and Adonis" there was the same succinctness
of expression, the same compactness and cohesion of ideas,
the same smoothness of diction, the same idiomatic wording
which we associate with "Shakespeare"; there was the characteristic simile of the hawks, and finally that peculiar
touch in relation to vvomen that I had noted in the sonnets.S
Having convinced himself thus far, Mr. Looney's next step
was to discqver everything possible about De Vere to Si'3e if he
fulfilled the other conditions already postulated of the author
of the plays.

He relied upon several authorities, he tells us,

including Sir Sidney Lee, in the Dictionary of National BiograPl&
Martin Hume's book on Lord Burieigh~ and, for original sources,
The Hatfield Manuscripts and Calendars of State Papers.
From these works Mr. Looney learned, that Edward de Vere
was born at Earl's Colne in Essex in 1550, the only son of John
de Vere, the stxteenth Earl of Oxford.

His father dying vrhen he

was twelve years old, he became a royal ward, and as Cecil, af terwards Lord Burleigh, was master of the court, young De Vere
became an inmate of his house in the Strand.

Here he was placed

under the tutelage of his uncle Arthur Golding, the translator of
Ovid, became thoroughly grounded in French and Latin, and also
learned to dance, ride and shoot.

Later this excellent private

tuition was suppmemented by some time spent, first at Queen's
8
Looney, o:g cit., p.llO.
Martin A.o.Hum~A .tife of Lord Burghley (London:Longmans,
9
Gteen aild Company, l6 9 OJ.
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College, then at St. John's College, Cambridge.

He received de -

grees from both Cambridee and Oxford Universities at some period
in his life, though the circumstances are
In 1571 De

obscu~e.

Vere came of age and took his seat in the House

of Lords, and also distinguished himself in the eyes of Queen Elizabeth at an important joust at Westminster.

She gave her con-

sent to his marriage that same year to Anne, the daughter of Lard
Burleigh, and herselfhonored the ceremony by attending in great
pomp.

The union, however, did not prove a happy one.
De Vere now sought to receive some appointment at the

of the

~

Queen, and asked Burleigh more than once to use his in -

fluence to that end.

He particularly desired to visit some of

the Europecm countries.

All overtures failing, however, while

men of lower raruc, notably Sidney, received appointment after appointment which took them to the continent, De Vere in 1574 re solved to take :matters into his ovm hands, and, without consent
of the authorities, left England to fulfil his desire for travel.
Before he had proceeded beyond the Low Countries he was ap-pre hended and brought home.
Queen.

However, She

By tlrts he gave

~1ch

offence to the

must have forgiven him, for in the follow -

ing year he was at last given permission to go abroad, and he
reached Venice by way of Milan.

But even this tour was shortened

by his being recalled to England by Burleigh.
Now came a

crisis in his career.

De Vere forsook his vrjfe

under mysterious circumstances. Burleigh, apparently, had per secuted De Vere and tyrannized over him, ever since he had come

to his house as a royal ward, when a boy.

He had first promised

)

his daughter in marriaee to Sidney, and then the contr2..ct had
been cancelled and she had been given to De Vere, apparently because he was much the richer man.

Now Burleigh sought to defame

his son-in-law's character by saying that he had brought about
the separation between him and his daughter because of
dissolute life.

De Vere's

Mr. Looney thinks the reason was really the two-

fold one of Oxford's feelinz that Anne was constantly siding with
her father against himself and persistent reports, true or otherwise, that Anne was unfaithful to her marital vows.
Here we may pause to add to Mr. Looney's findings some testimony from another source.
times of

In an old book dealing

~~th

the

Queen Elizabeth we came upon a letter from one, Sir

Walter Mildmay, to Lord Burleigh, which alludes to De Vere.
letter is dated July 27, 1574.
report of De Vere' s dissipation.

The

Mildmay evidently believes the
He writes::·

Of my Lord of Oxford's return i.e.from travel on the continent I am glad to heare. I trust this little journey
will make him love home the better hereafter. It were great
pytie he should not go strayt, there be so many good things
in hym, to serve God and his Prince. 10
But, of course, Mr. Looney would parry this by saying that
the V1Ti ter of the letter was in all probability prejudiced. Bur leigh evidently did not succeed in quelling the proud, independent spirit of his son-in-law, but he seems to have managed to
injure his reputation greatly, so that

he suffered the loss of

10 Thomas Wright{ Queen Elizabeth and her Times. (London:
Henry Colburn, 1S38) • TviO Volumes, I, 507.

his good name - which, naturally, invites recollection of Shakespeare's ff'V'Jho steals

my

purse steals trash, et."

Lord Oxford continued to frequent the court and had a famous quarrel, which seems to have been initiated by Sidney, and in
the course of which Oxford struck back by hurling at Sidney the
epithet of "puppy. n

Sidney was very angry and vented his v.rrath

on everyone, not even excepting the Queen.
apologize to the Earl of Oxford.

She ordered him to

This incident is supposed to

have sent Sidney off into self-chosen soli tude to V•Tit.e the
Arcadia.
The same book by Thomas ·wright, frorri which we have already
quoted, carries a letter by Sir Philip Sidney to Sir
Hatton under date of the 2$th. August 1579.

Ch~istopher

In it Sidney says:

As for the matter depending bet\,veen the Earle of Oxford and
me, certaynle Sir, howsoever I might have forgiven hym, I
should never have forGiven myself, if I had layne under so
proud an injury as he would have laid upon me, neither can
anything under the sunne make me repente !;t, nor any misery
make me go one halfe word back from it. 1
From about this time until 1590 the Earl of Oxford went in
largely for dramatic activities, and maintained a company of
players.

He quitted domestic and court life, and lived a Eo -

hemian existence vrhich he shared ·::1 th literary men and play-actors.

This, considering the contempt in which actors and men of

letters

were held in those days, vmuld further damage his rep-

utation.

It appears to have been fully recognized at the time,

~hat

ll

some of the plays staged by his company were largely, and
Ibid., II, 101.
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others entirely, of his ovm v.Titing, says Mr. Looney. 1.2

But

these plays are generally regarded as having been lost, y;hereas ,
of course, it is the contention of those who hold the Oxford theory, that they survive

c-~s

Shakespeare'· s Plays.

Edward de Vere had been publicly disgraced by the rumors
co11..n.ected vvi th his separation from his vrife, and by the cunning
persecution of

Lor~

Burleigh, and now, fUrther, by his Bohemian

associations and dramatic activities.

Even so late as 1598 in an

Act of Parliament actors vrere numbered ':d th "Rogues, :Vagabonds
and Sturdy Beggars. nlJ
tumely resting on him
follovdng passages

It is this public disgrace and con vn~ich

f~om

Oxfordians regard as reflected in the

the Sonnets of Shakespeare:

No longer mourn for me when I am dead

•..•....••..•...•...•...•.......... ·• .

Nay, if you read tlns line, remember not
The hand that V;Ti t it •
My name be buried ',·;here my body is,
And live no more to shame nor me nor you.

Alas, tis true, I have gone here and there,
And made myself a motley to the view.
Thence comes it that my name receives a brand.
Your love and pity doth the impression fill
· Whicl1 vulgar scand.s.l stamped upon ~? brow.

14

As a further reason for seeking anonymity •Ne have the fact
alluded to by Mr. Looney, that De Vere was seeking to get re habilitated at court.
12
13
14

Looney, op cit., p. 257.
Adams, op cit., p.245.
Sonnets LXXI, LXXII, CX, CXI, CXII.
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Vfuen plays were being published under Shakespeare's name,
Oxford was seeking to regain favour 7d th the Queen and setting family inf'luences to vrork to obtain for himself the
position of governor of Wales. Needless to say to have
appeared at the time in the role of dramatic author would
have been completely fatal to any chances he may have had,
for in those days "dramatic authorship was considered hardly
respectable.n
And Oxford especially, having incurred his
disgrace in the first instance by deserting the court for
a Bohemian association vdth actors and playvrrighters, could
only hope to recover his social position and secure an appropriate official appointment by being seen as little as possible in such connections. 1 5
!Not much remains to be recorded concerning Edward de Vere's life.
Nhen Mary was executed by Elizabeth's order, he seems to have been
sympathetic to Mary and unpopular with the party in pmver.
took part in the trial of the Earl of Essex in 1601.

He

As Earl of

P:fford he was Lord Grec.t Chamberlain of England, and took part in
the coronation of James I.
16
Hackney Church.

In 1604 he died, und was buried in

Among the items in the life and character of the Earl of
Pxford, relied upon by those vv-ho seek support of their theory
that he was really the author of the Sha.'kespearean literature,
are the followinG:
1.

He was a gre2.t lyric poet.

as that of Sir Sidney Lee:

They quote such testimony

"A sufficient number of his poems is

extant to co.rroborate VIebbe' s comment, thc:.t he vras the best of
the courtier poets of the early days of Queen Elizabeth. n l7
15
16

Looney, op cit., p. 176.
For the facts here given of DeVere's life see B.M.V!ard,
~ Life of Edward de Vere. (London: John Murray,l928 ) ; and Looney
Jp cit., pp. 172-344·
17
Sir Sidney Lee, TTEdvrard de Vere, 11 Dicfunary of National BiJgraphy. edited by Leslie Stephen and Sidney Lee.""(London,l901).
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2.

He was an aristocrat.

His family was one of the oldest

in England, its founder being one Aubrey de Vere, who came to England Y:i th William the

Conqueror~

He himself stood high at court,

and having been brought up as a royal v.rard, would enjoy the familiarity vdth courts and pageants which the plays exhibit.

J.

His family vrere Lancastrian in sympathy.

At the out-

break of the Viars of the Rose·s, John de Vere, twelfth Earl of Oxford, became a loyal supporter of the Lancastrian cause.

In the

early part of the reign of Edv:ard IV he was executed for corresponding vd th the defeated Queen Margaret.

Now in the four plays

of Shakespeare which deal with the Wars of the Roses, viz. Henry
VI, Parts I, II and III, and Richard III, the first two parts of
Henry YI, we are assured, were not written by Shakespeare, nor
even the first half of Henry VI, Part III.

The last half of that

play, however, together ;,·:i th the v:hole of Richard III, was from
Shakespeare's hand.

And it is remarkable, that while the twelfth

Earl of Oxford is unmentioned in the non-Shru{espearean parts of
these plays, it is precisely in the parts that scholarship at tests as having been wri tton by "Shakespeare" that Oxford apy.ears.
Here again we must pause in the argument to ask some question on the other side.

If DeVere's purpose was to conceal his

authorship, was it not unvdse of him to reveal his hand in the
manner just indica ted.

He was trying to regc:in royal favor which

he had forfeited largely through consorting vd. th stage-actors
and playv.Tights; he must therefore be very careful not to let it
be known that these present plays ·were his; yet he inserts such
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evidences of his authorship that Mr. Looney, three hundred years
after, is able to detect them quite easily.

Is it not fair to

assume that his contemporaries like-r.d.se might detect them?
This applies still more to the autobiographical touches in
the Sonnets alluded to above.

Says Mr. Looney:

The important point for us is tl!at he has by his sonnets
disclosed the fact that he, "Shakespeare," was one who was
concealing his real name, and that the motive he gives, adequate or not, is one which unmistakaply would ap-ply to the
Earl &f Oxford, and vmuld not apply in the same literal sense
to ·any one _g_lse to whom it has been sought to attribute the
Sh~~espeare dramas.
~talics mine.l
18
But ~f so, all tl:"iis must have been even more "unmistakable" to
his contemporaries.

For they, too, knevr (as the letter quoted

above from Sir "Halter Yildmay indicates) those reversals of fortune in De Vere' s career to vrhich these allusions are supposed to
point.

How then could his authorship of the sonnets be so long

concealed?
And while we are on this matter, vrhy should De Vere have
:wished to deny the authorship of poems like Venus and Adonis, The
~ape

of Lucrece and most of the sonnets, anyway?

That a somev1hat

snobbish aristocrat should have desired his dramas to appear under
an assumed name is explained by the disrepute in which dramatic
composition was held at thqt time.

But there was not the same

fr'eason for denying literary composition of such vrorth as was demonstrated in these poems.
~ord

Vaux, Thomas Sackville, Earl of Dorset, Fulke Greville, Lord

~rooke

18

Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey, Thomas,

all wrote poetry to vrhich they boldly affixed their names.
Looney, op cit., p. 174.
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De Vere himself did so in the case of those poems of his that
appear in Dr. Grosart 1 s collection.

R~y

then this reluctance to

be known as the author of these superb pieces?
But let us return to trace those characteristics of De
Vere's life

w~ich

seem, to Mr. Looney, and his followers, to in-

dicate him as identical with "ShakespeB.re."

4.

He had an enthusiasn for Italy.

This is shovm by his

importuning the Queen to be allowed to visit the continent, and
by his going to Italy when she finally gave her permission.
5.

He had an enthusiasm for sport.

Fe;,n,r

as his poems are,

they are full· of familiar Shakespearean allusions to the haggard
hmvk, the stricken deer, the hare, the greyhound, the mastiff,
the fmvling nets and the practice of bush- beating.
6.

He was highly educated - being the holder of degrees

from both of the great English universities.

He thus possessed

the range of 1-.:::nov:ledge indica ted by the plays, or it may be assumed that he
7.

did~

He had an enthusiasm for the drama.

This is evident

from his maintaining a company of players and

consorting ·with

actors and play'NTights.
8.

He was a man of pronounced musical tastes.

The matter

is twice referred to in Sir Sidney Lee's article.

9.

He was out of Sjlllpathy with conventional life.

This,

of course, appears from his forsaking Queen Elizabeth's court
for a Bohemian existence with diSreputable actors and authors.
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10. Finally, he was loose in money matters.

Originally

wealthy he squandered his lands _and money lavishly, a good deal
of it, apparently, on literary men and actors, until he event ually found himself in straitened circumstances.
Such are the claims of Edvrard de Vere to the highest throne
in the literary universe.
fatigable and learned.

Mr.

Looney's labors have been inde -

No stone has been left unturned tobrilig i:D

light every scrap of evidence that might strengthen the Oxford
theory.

Yet the same defects appear here as in the earlier parts

of his work, - inference, subjective arguments based on personal
feeling

~nd

bias, reliance upon'trifling matters, contradictions.

In a section of the Cambridge

Histo~r

of English Literature

in the course of a reference to the collection of poems called
The Phoenix' Nest, there is the following remark: "The Earl of
Oxford has a charming lyric. n
vri th avidity.

19

Mr.

Looney pounces on this

tTMost of the other contributors are simply enum-

era ted, n he observes.

noxford, however it Td.ll be noticed, is

singled out for a special compliment.n 20

One wonders whether

the writer in the Cambridge His tory was really weighing his v"JJO'dS
with the assiduity that this implies.
Again,

Mr.

Looney brings together from Courthope's History

of English Poetry sundry excerpts, including the follovring: "He
Edvvard de Vere
19

was not only witty himself but the cause of vdt

The Cambridge History of English Literature, A.V!.Vlard and
editors.(New York and Cambridge:The Macmill2.n Company, 1933J, IV, 135.
·
20
Looney, op cit., p.l21.

A.R.Waller~
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in others." 21

Whereupon Mr. Looney comments: "It is interest -

ing to notice in passing that he is

described in vrords that

Shakespeare puts into the mouth of Falstaff: 'I am not only vlitty
in myself but the cause that vii t is in others.' " 22
But how
does the fact, that a scholar of today, v)Ti ting about Edvrard de
Vere, uses a Shakespearean phrase, indicate what Mr. Looney is
trying to prove - the Oxford theory?

All that the excerpt dem-

onstrates is that Dr. Courthope kne·H his Shakespeare.
ing

And see -

that he we.s Professor of Poetry in the University of Oxford,

that is not remarkable!
As another example of that inconsistency to v;hich atten tion has alree.dy been dravm, note the following:

We are told,

first of all, that the author of the plays must have been an aiistocrat, because his rmrk shov:s a predilection for the nobility,
an ability to portray them and a corresponding incapacity for
the characterization of members of the lower and middle classes.
From which it is argued that "Shakespeare," ·which is to say Edward de Vere, can have had no personal acquaintance vd th, nor
sympathy for, any but his ovm class.

But later on Mr. Looney

tries to establish DeVere's claims to be Shakespeare, on the
score of eccentricity and unconventionality, by insisting that,
so far from preferring the society of the nobles in Elizabeth's
court, he forsook them vi"i th disdain in exchange "for his Bohemian
literary and play-acting associates" of the London middle and
21
William J. Courthope~ A History of English Poetry (New
York and London, 1395-1910;, II pp.312-13.
22
Looney, op cit., p. 122
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~ower

classes, among whom apparently he .freely moved!

CHAPTER IV
SHAKESPEARE'S PORTRAITS
Another line of argument relied upon by Oxfordians is concerned with

c"

comparison of the portraits of Shakespeare vd th

those of Edward de Vere.
The earliest
hout engraving.

l~o~TI

portrait of Shakespeare is the Droes-

This appeared originally in the First Folio,

that is to say seven years after the death of him v:hom it is supposed to represent.

It is quite different from the representa -

tion of him on the Stratford bust, which vms set up in the vil lage where he was personally knovm.

Moreover the engraver Droes-

hout was born just the year before Shakspere's supposed retire ment in 1604, and was but fifteenwhen Shakspere died.
made the question of v:ha t he had to work on,

':.~hen

This has

he made this

picture of Shakspere, a very important one.
Now the picture of Edv;ard de Vere in Welbeck Abbey immediate
ly suggests many feabJ.res of the Droeshout Shakspere, notably
the thin black line of moustache -vvhich runs across the upper lip
leaving a space

betv.-een the moustache <:md the lip itself.

T11is

feature Mr. Looney vras unable to find in any other of many con temporary portraits of

various personages, which he examined.

"In addition there were the same facial proportions, the same
arching of the eyebrovvs, the identice.l pose (three-quarter face),
the same direction of gaze, about an equal amount of bust, the
phief difference being that one is turned to the right and the

other to the left; altogether there was quite sufficient to suggest that, v;rhen the two could be brought together, a very strong
case might be made out for Droeshout having worked from this portrait of Ed;,vard de
structions.

Vere~

making modifications according to in -

For Oxford vras only tvrenty-fi ve vrhen the portrait

was painted, and, of course, it was necessary to represent Shakespeare as an older man.

This would explain the peculiar Tom Pinch-

like combination of youthfulness and age that is one of the puzzling features of the Droeshout engraving." 1
More sensational still is the Grafton portrait, which is
supposed to show Shakespeare at twenty-four.

This is 1-rl thin a

vear of being the same age as Oxford in the portrait of the latter at Wel beck Abbey (property· of the Dulce of Portland) .

And in

this Grafton portrc:.it the thin line of moustache is again in evikl.ence, together '::i th all tb.e fee.tures previously noticed as possessed in CO!l1.'11on by the Droeshout engraving and the De Vere portrait.

Moreover, in regard to those points vn1erein the older

~eatures

~his

of the Droeshout picture differed from Edward de Vere,

Grafton portrait agrees vli th the latter.
To this some startling facts have to be added.

First,that

jthe young man in the Grafton picture is dressed a.s an aristocrat,
r/hich the Stratfordians find hard to explain.
has been tampered vvi th.

Also the portrait

Beneath the 4 of his age there had been

3, or at least so the advocates of the Oxford theory aver, and

1

vha t looks like m1.other 3 appe2.rs under the g in the date. "Now

1

Looney, op cit., P-456.
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e.s the Earl of Oxford

~':ould

be tvrenty-three in the year 1573

these tv!o alterations are t'.·.'o out of the three precise altera tions which would be necessary to make the age ancl date in a portrait of Edward de Vere agree with the particulars for William
Shakspere of Stratford." 2
In ansvrer to this vre must point out that the Grafton picture is by no means proved to be an authentic picture of William
Shakespeare.

It vms discovered in 1907 at Darlington in Eng -

land, and was purchased and presented to the John Rylands Li brary of Manchester by Mr. Thomas Kay.

3

The late Dr. John

Semple Smart of the University of Glasgow greatly admired it,and
wished it genuine, for it embodied his ideas of the youthful
Shakespeare.

But he never asserted that it Y!1l§. a portrait. of

the great dramatist.

Mr. Y!. Mac Neile Dixon, Reg ius Professor

of English Literature in the University of Glasgow, says; "It
cannot be claimed vri th any certainty as an authentic portrait of
the dramatist. n 4
The argument from a comparison of Shakespeare portraits
with those of De Vere has been carried much further in a recent
article by an enthusiastic Oxfordian, Mr. Charles Wisner Barrell;
Mr. Barrell was of the opinion ti:1a t the modern methods of infrared and X-ray photography might be able to shed some light on
2
Ibid., p.457.
3
Tli'Oiiias Kay, The Story of the Grafton Portra:Lt. of William
Shakespeare. (London:Partridge and Company, 1914).
4
John Semple Smart, Shakesneare, Trutl1 And Tradition. (LenEdward Arnold and Company, 1928), p.l2.
5
Charles 'rlisner Barrell, TTidentifying Shakespee.re,n Scien tific American, 162:4-8, 43-45, .- J.::.nuary l91t0.
·
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the question.

He, therefore, obtained permission to photograph

by these methods the head-and-bust panel, knovm as the Janssen

portrait of Shakespeare, in

the possession of the Folger Li -

brary in Washington, D.C.; the three-quarter length canvas known
as the Ashbourne portrcdt, also ovmed by the Folger Library; and
the half-length panel of .Shakespeare in Hampton Court Palace in
Great Britain.
o~~ed

The portrait of Edward

de Vere in Welbeck Abbey,

by the Duke of Portland, &nd another,

o~ned

by the DW{e of

St.Albans, were used for comparison.
Mr. Barrell asserts

unequivoca~ly

that the portraits sup-

posedly of Shakespeare all turn out to 1:e retouched paintings of
the Earl of Oxford.

The evidence, he thinks, points to the al -

terations having been made at a remote period and by the same
hand in all three of the Shakespeare portraits.
follow~ng

He claims the

changes have been made in order to convert original de

Vere portraits into the likeness of the Shakspere effigy in Trinity Church in Stratford.
1.

On Shakespeare's leftthumb in the Ashbourne portrait

is a ·signet ring or thumb seal, which Mr. Barrell says has been
treated to a daubing of thick orange gold paint, similar to two
or three other items in the picture, vrr.cich makes these quite out
of harmony with the vrhole.

Under this the X-ray photograph re -

veals certain markings which, he believes originally r8presented
a boar's head.

And the boar is the same armorial device VJhich

the Earl of Oxford is seen to be wearing in the St.Albans por trait of him.
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2.

Shakespeare has been given a very high forehead by

simply raising the De Vere forehead an inch or two and retouching
the hair so as. to produce an appearance of partial baldness.

J.

The infra-red dissection of the neck-ruff is similarly

revealing - at least to Mr. Barrell •. It shows that the man in
the portrait originally vmre a much ·;1ider and more aristocratic
ruff than the narrov; and flimsier one vvhich now appears in the
Shakespeare portraits.

The outline of the original ruff c:n

still be seen as brought out by scientific photogra,phy.

It v!as

almost tvlice the size of the ruff afterwards substituted for it,
and was, says Mr. Barrell, of the same fluted pattern as those
worn by the elder statesmen of Elizabeth's day.

Of course such

a ruff vrould be entirely impossible around the necl\. of an illi terate, ex-butcher's apprentice in Stratford, and ::vould therefore be one of the first things to be painted out by anyone in teres ted in converting a portrait of Edvmrd de Vere into a like ness of

4·

Shakspere.
In his right hand in the Ashbourne portrait Shakespeare

holds a book, end in the center of its cover appears na masque of
tragedy and crossed spears."

This is painted in the orange gold

paint already mentioned, and is raised above the surrounding surface.

Apparently it, too, is to be regarded as a later addition

for purposes of deception.
5.

The inscription on this portrait, "Aetatis Suae •• 47

o 1611," struck H.H.Spielman, Shakespearean art authority of
the Encyclopedia Britannica, as questionable, says Mr. Barrell,

_7Q

who adds th2,t it is in the same orange gold paint used for the
raised

daubs on the book cover an::i the disguised thumb ring.

X-ray photographs of the inscription area indicate, to the Ox ·fordians at least, that the lettering originally was far different.

This original Y:ri ting was scraped out, so violently in sane

places as to perforate the canvas.

But the ghostly remnants of

the origin2.1 letters may be discerned by the careful eye.

Still

more exciting is the appearc.nce of vrhat seems to be a crest be neath the inscription.

And belm'.r

th~

crest, ago.in, in the X-ray

photograph is vrhat seems to be na full shield of arms, surrounded
by decorative mantling and a scroll that evidently once bore a
family motto. n 6

As a sort of appendage to the whole the ar -

tist had added his monogram i.Yhich looks like nc.K. n
As to the crest 1-vhich seems to Mr. Barrell to be visible
beneath the inscription, he says that it is really a double crest,
consisting on the left of a

leopard or a lion pencilled in til.ack,

and on the right of a griffin in v.rhi te outline.

We are bound to

say, hov:ever, that this is very hard to discern in the photo graph reproduced Y:i th his article.

Mr. Barrell believes this to

be the crest of the Trenthams of Rocester Abbey, one of vvhom, El;:tzabeth Trentham, became Edward de Vere's second wife about 1592.
~t

vms a common custom for knights and ot.'hers in mediaeval times

to honor their ladies by reproducing their crests on portraits in
this way instead of the :i.J.usbands' ovm.

6

Ibid.,

p.44.

The initials
~arrell

nc.K.,"

conventionalized, are believed by Mr.

to be those of Cornelius Ketel, the great Dutch portrait

!Painter v:ho vvas born in 1548 and died in 1616.

In a contemporary

account of him published by his friend and fellow-artist, Van
~ander,

in 1604, Mr. Barrell found t..'his:

"Ketel also made a por-

trait of the Duke of Oxford (Edward de Vere), the High Chancellor
(Sir Christopher Hatton), and of mc:my other important members of
pobili ty, r.'i th their ::lives and children. n 7
An article such as that which we have been quoting was
bound to attract much attention.

Appearing in a magazine like

the Scientific American, as the article did, it v:as to be tal.-:en
for granted that the scientific angle of the matter, involving
technicalities like infra-red rays, was above suspicion.

Conse-

quently vre are not sm,prised to learn from the :May issue of the
journal, that versions of the story contained in Mr. Barrell's
article 1Here published in some

t~.'.'o

thousand

ne~vspapers

and mag

azilhes throughout the United States and Canada, and that news paper· columnists like the redoubtabl,:; Walter Winchell, expressed
themselves as duly impressed.
~ong

The same article asserts that a -

advocates of the Oxford theory since tb.e publication of Mr.

fL!OOney' s book are, or -:vere, Dr. Gilbert Slater of Oxford Univer sity, Dr. Gerald H. Rendall, former Headmaster of Charterhouse
~chool;

Sir

Geoffrey Callender, historian of the Tudor Navy, who

:vas knighted for his 'Nri tinss on the Elizabethan period, Dr. Sig8
~und Freud, and the novelist John Qisworthy.
1J2.1Q.' p. 45.

Scientific American, 162:264, 299-300, May, 1940.

~1

Despite all this we found ourselves unable to believe that
evidence such as this, if genuine, should not have produced more
stir in the -rmrld of definitely Shakespearean scholarship.

And

we found it hard to see in the smudges and patches brought to
light by Mr. Barrell's X-ray photography the thin,;s in each ce.se
which he seemed to se·e
childish

ge~e

~"Ji thout

trouble.

We vrere reminded of the

of trying to construct pictures out of the flit -

ting shadovys on a wall or in the flames of an open fire.
tvm of the examples given seemed to have some merit.

One or

But others,

such as that of the boar r s he2.d -;vhi ch supposedly appears on the
thumb-seal, seemed far-fetched.
Accordingly we wrote tvvo letters - one to the editor of

Scientific American inquiring if there had been anything further
written by Mr. Barrell on the subject, and one to the Director
of the Folger FoUndation in

~ashington.

In the reply received

from Mr. Albert G. Ingalls, Associate Editor of Scientific Ameri~'

appeared the following statement.

There was a refuta.tion of Barrell's article, by Oscar .Ja.mes
Campbell, in the Atlantic some time after, c:.nd it :made me
vvonder v.-hether scientific people :::;uch as 9e are, ought really
to dabble in things literary, after all!
This seemed to indicate that everything was not right with
~r.

Barrell's findings.

Searcping for the article, referred to

by Mr. Ingalls as having been v:ri tten in refutation of Mr. Bar rell's viev,rs, rJe found it, not in the Atlantic, ho·wever, but in
Iarper's ~fugaxine.l 0

9
10

The a uthor, Dr. Oscar James Ca.mpbell,

Letter dated F0bruary 6 1945. Quoted by permission.
Oscar James Camnbelli l'rshakespeare Himself, n Harner r s Ma.E,~7.in~.• 181:172-185, July,
940.
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graduate of

Hi:l.rvard and also of various European universities,

was professor of English at the University of Wisconsin and,since

1936, at Columbia University.

Dr. Campbell accepts the ·evidence

for the alteration of the portraits, but denies altogether that
tl1is proves thc.t Ed'.'.·ard de Vere v.'rote the plays.
Mr. Barrell's evidence is so clear and so cogent that it is
impossible to question seriousl~r the truth of his mc.in contention. It seems probable that at some time before the middle of the nineteenth century an unlmoy;n painter altered a
number of detc:dls in a portrc:d t of the Earl of Oxford in
order to l'lass it off e.s a lH:eness of Willi2.m Shakespeare .10
But it

is illogical to assume that because somebody al -

tered the Ashbourne portrait from a likeness of Edward de Vere to
one of Willimn Shakspere, that, therefore, Edward de Vere must
have •r:rri tten the plays so long

attributed to the latter.

The fact seems to be that v:hen, in the latter part of the
eighteenth century, enthusiasm for Shakespeare was raised
to idolatry, many of the devout were v:illinc; to pay a large
sum for an;)r sort of likeness of thsir divinity. Yet almost
no one vras able to di ;5 tingirl. sh betvreen a genuine portrait
of Shakespeare and a fraud. Such conditions are certain to
tempt the unscrupulous; so it is not surprising that various
art dealers in London hired hacks to doctor sixteenth-century
portraits into some resemblance to the Stratford bust. Tlus
illicit trade seems to have lasted into the nineteenth century. The Ashbourne portrait is almost certainly one of
those spurious works. That it proves to'have been originally a portrait of the Earl of Oxford painted by a distinguished artist is an interesti:n;; fact; we nov; know that by
the middle of the nineteenth century (iche Ashbourne por trait only cc:m1e to light in 1847] a faked likeness of Shakespeare had a much ereater market value than a portrait of
one of the proudest earls of Elizabeth8n England. But in terestL~g though it may be, the discovery has no bearing at
all upon the question of Edward de Vere's authorship of
Shakespeare's plays.
11

11

Ibid., p. 173.
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Needless to say this interpretation of the matter is stoutly
denied by the promoters of the_ Oxford theory.
Dr. Campbe++, "Mr.

And according to

Barrell belongs to an association formed to

prove that the noble earl wrote all the works attributed to
peare." 12

Shake~

We learn further from Dr. Campbell that no competent

authority believes in the authenticity of the Ashbourne portrait.
All regard it as belonging in the category described by the late
H.H.Spielman as containing "portraits of persons known or unknovm
which have been fraudulently faked into a resemblance of Shakes -

.neare .n

13

The letter from the Folger Library director, coming as it
does from one of the most respected of Shakespearean scholars and
the

author of our best modern Life of Shakespeare, is vrorth quo-

ting in full.

(C

o p

y)

THE FOLGER SIUlliESPEARE LIBRARY
WASHINGTON
Administered by the Trustees of Amherst College
Office of the Director
Mv
OJ

February 7, 1945

dear Mr. Holt:

It is true that a certain Mr. Barrell, a strong advocate
of the Oxford authorship of Shakespeare's plays, came to the
Folger and made some photographs, vl'hich he said vv-ere X-ray
photographs, of the Ashbourne and Janssen portraits. I ex amined his photographs vli th the greatest possible care, and
neither I nor any of the scholarly staff of the Folger could
see v:hat Mr. Barrell claimed he could see in those photo graphs. The portraits ·were very old, and had been mended
from time to time by the application of lead paint.
The

photographs, as a result, shov;ed scores of black spots from
such mended patches, and Mr. Barrell's fertile imagination
wove them into griffins and the like, vmich he interpreted
as representing the Oxford coat of arms.
~'hen I could not see what he claimed to be able to see,
he took the negatives avmy ahd drev: upon therr. v:i th graphite
the figures he thought he saw ./1
I told him that tl1i s 7:as .
faking eviuence, and I refused him permission to reproduce
the photographs. Although he had promised not to reproduce
the photographs without the written permission of the Folger, he proceeded to do so. The value of the evidence he
presents I must let you judge for yourself.

Very truly yours,
(Sgd.)
The Reverand Basil Holt
811 South Sixth Avenue
Maywood, Illinois
JQA:iw

~}He

Joseph Q. Adams
Director

claimed that he was merely
the lines of the figures!

11

strengthening"

We do not know how Mr. Bo.rrell i:iOuld regard the above letter but to us its strictures appe&.r rather devastating.
now to investigate some other things

V!e turn

in Mr. Barrell's article.

He boldly repeats the apsertion first made by Mr. Looney,
and since uniformly reasserted by Oxfordians generally, that Francis

Meres in the Palladis Tamis, published in 1598, describes

the Earl of Oxford as "the best for comedy among us."
the facts are these.

14

Now

Meres in the work referred to devotes a sec-

tion to 'iA. comparative discourse of our English Poets with the
Greeke, Latin and Italian Poets.n

In this he has a list drawn

up and introduced with the words, "The best for Comedy among us."
14
Cha Ches Wisner Barrell, op cibt., p. 7.

Meres, apparently out of regard for etiquette, has placed first on
the list the names of the high-born Earl of Oxford, Edward de Vere
But this is succeeded by the names of fifteen other persons, in eluding William Shal\:espeare.

It is rare to find an Oxford parti-

zan stating otherv:ise than that :Meres says, TIThe best for comedy
among us is Edward,Earlr of Oxford."

No mention of the fifteen

others to whom Meres attributes equal honour, and no mention of
the fact that Shakespeare himself vras one of them!

If this proves

that De Vere was one of the best for comedy, it proves equally as
much for Shakespeare, who, in our view,. was Willm. Shakspere of
Stratford, Gent.

Nor does the matter rest there - if Oxfordians

would be fair enough to tell the whole story.

For on the same

page Meres lists nthose vrho are best for Tragedies. n

In this list

v:e find the name of Shalcespeare, but riot that of Edvrard de Vere.

Furthermore

Francis Meres selects Shakespeare alone, out of all

the English playv.Tights iNhom he mentions, for a tribute of special
praise.

He says:

"As Plautus and Seneca are accounted the best

for. Comed;:r and Tragedie among 'the Latines so Shakespeare among the
English is the most excellent in both ldnds for the Stage. n

This

leads Dr. Campbell to make the following comment:
Meres' opinion as to the relative merits of Oxford and Shakespeare would seem to be clear and equally clear his certainty
as to the separate identity of the hm men. His testimony,
1•rhich the Oxfordians are never weary of quoting and perverting for the purpose of thei~ argument, proves the exact opposite of their contention. l5

15

Oscar James Campbell, op cit., p. 175.

CHAPTER V
SOME FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
The witness of Ben Jonson is perhaps the strongest evidence
for the tradional view of the authorship of Shakespeare's plays.
In his lines written to stand over against the Droeshout engrav ing in the First Folio he asserts:
This figure that thou here seest put,
It was for gentle Shakespeare cut,
Wherein the graver had a strife
With nature to out-do the life.
Oh could he but have dra-vvn his \'.ri t
As well in bre.ss as he hath hit
His face, the print would then surpass
All that was ever writ in brass.
But since he cannot, reader, look
Not on his picture, but J:l..is book.
1
Then there is his well known commendatory ode, To 'fhe Memory of

~

Beloved Master William Shakespeare, and VHmt He Hath Left Us.
Dr. Geral·:3. H. Rendall, Head Mmter of Charter house school in
England, sets himself to deal ·vith this matter in a booklet of
some

twenty-three pages.

He avers that Jonson vm.s evidently em -

played by William, third Earl of Pembroke, and Philip, Earl of
Montgomery, to whom the Folio was dedicated, in order that he
might deliberately throw dust in the eyes of readers by ascribing
the plays to Shakspere of Stra t.ford, whom he very v,rell knew not to
be. the real author.

Hence Jonson's lines To Jhe Reader and the

Ode use the names "Shakespearerr and "Avon" instead of TTEdward de
Vererr and rrox.ford."

In support of this contention evidence is

adduced to show that Heminge and Condell did not have the ability
1
Potter, Elizabethan Verse and Prose, op cit., p.24~'
•

requisite to have 'tvri tten the Address To Tlie Great Variety Of
Readers, nor the Dedicatory Epistles to the t1ro Earls, and that
these show evidence th2. t they also were by Jonson.

Moreover the

great cost of this Folio could never have been met by Heminge and
Condell nor by

Jag~ard

the publisher, vrho died shortly before its

issue, especially as it appeared in Queen Anne's time, Ylhen Shakes
peare's plays for the time being were "outmoded by new types of
comedy, and interestoontered in the spectacular developments of
the Masq_ue."
The interest of the t':ro Earls in putting afoot and financing
the venture

Yms

that both were connected vri th the Earl of Oxford.

Pembroke had been engaged to De

Ve1~e'

s daughter, Bridget, and Mont

gomery had married another of his daughters, Susan.

Moreover the

two men were sons of Mary, Countess of Pembroke, "Sidney's sister,
Pembroke's mother," who had connection with DeVere himself. 2
The more one thinks about all this the more impossible it be
comes to receive this theory that the First Folio was one huge
fake.

The coincidences referred to by Dr. Rendall are remarkable,

as coincidences often are, but they do not constitute proof that
De Vere and not

Shakspere wrote the plays.

the first poet and dramatist in England.

Ben Jonson was then

He had lns faults, but

they were not those of dishonesty and deceit.

He vms a bluff,

honest fellow, who could have a tavern brawl, or get deep in his
2
G.H.Rendall, Ben Jonson and the First Folio Edition of
Shakespeare's Plays. (Benham and Company, Ltd., Colchester,
England, 1939).
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cups, but he was not the sort of man to stoop to base subterfuge to
oblige a couple of earls - not sturdy, independent Ben Jonson!

And

his Y!i tness to the Stratford Shakspere is detailed and unequivocal.
He had knovm the author of the plays for years; indeed he says, "I
loved the man, end do honour his memory on this side 94= iddlatry as
much as any."

3

His ovm plays had been produced by the same com-

pany that produced Shakespeare's,and Shakspere of Stratford had
acted in them.

And he leaves us no doubt but that for him Shakes-

peare is the Stratford man.
Look, how the father's face
Lives in his issue; even so the race
Of Shakespeare's mind and manners brightly shines
In his vvell-turned and true-filled lines;
In each of vrhich he seems to sha!-ce a lance
As brandished at the eyes of Ignorance.
Svreet Swcm of Avon, what a sight it 7Jere
To see thee in our waters yet appear;
And make those flights upon the bams of Tho.mes
4
That so did take Eliza and our James.
This language is too simple and artless to be the language of guil
The plays that were presented at VH'li tehall, Greenwich and Richmond
before Elizabeth and James I were the plays of the poet of Strat ford; and Jonson sees no incompatibility betv:een Shakspere 1 s "mind
and manners" and the contents and style of the '.7orks attributed to
him.
Heminge and Condell were equally v1ell-informed and equally
explicit on the matter.

They were members of the company in ·which

Shakspere himself acted, and ·v:1hich produced the great dramas.

3
4

Quoted in Smart, op cit., p.114.
Potter, op cit., p.249.

The

8 .
had been connected vri th this company for years.

They could not

help but know ·who vJrote the famous histories, tragedies and comedies.

And they u.nhesitatingly ascribe these ·l'rorks to Shaks_pere.

"Vle have but collected them, n they say, "and done an office to the

dead, to procure his orphans guardians, i.'li thout ambition of selfprofit or f2.me, O!lly to l:eep the memory of so vmrthy a friend and
fell or; alive as was our Shakespeare." 5
that these

~ovords

It is natura.l to assume

were written in sincerity and mean exactly what

they say.
There is a fm.1rth

v:itm~ss

connected -·:ith the First Folio,

Leonard Digses, a learned man of University College, Oxford, and
an admirer of the poet, contributes his meed of praise in lines,
not to be recomm.ended ve17 highly as poetry perhaps, but impor tant as evidence.
Shakespeare, •:o. t length thy pious fellows give
The Ytarld thy v:orks; thy v,rorks by v.:hich outlive
Thy tomb thy name must: v:·hen that slone is rent,
And time dissolves thy St1.. atford monume:gt,
Here we alive shall view thee still.
Here again is plain assertion that the immortal ·works in question
were viri tten by

2.

"fellovl" of Heminge o.nd Condell and in the same

theatrical company, end one vd1ose tomb might be

seen in Strat -

ford.
Dr. Smart says:
With such l;;:nowledge of Shakespeare's personality as we novr
possess vre cannot argue that Heming and Condell, Jonson and
Digges must be iHl'Ong. They are themselves the source of our
information, the very fountainhead. They are the touchstone
Smart, op cit., p.114.
Ibid., p. 115.

o.
by which the probability of all statements about Sha1~es
peare made at a later date must be tested. It is mani fest the:. t Heming, Condell, Jonson c.nd Digges did not think
of him as a dull and illiterate man of rustic extraction:
they thought of him as a delightful companion and a poet
of the highest genius; they said so in terms r1hich cannot
be misunderstood. V!e cannot set our opinion of Shakes peare against theirs; for they were his friends and con temporaries, and no man now living in the v:orld has ever
seen his face or heard his voice.
It is useless to contend that Shakespeare's authorship is
inconsistent ':vi th stories that were told long after his
a.eath and impressions about him v:h..ich may be entertained
at the present day. Contem:porary evidence is the only
thing that m2tters; and if the stories 2.nd impressions
fail to accord rri1h it, so much th:: vmrse for the stories
and inpressions.
In the

last days of the famous theatrical company which

had been Shakspere's, in the·time of Charles I, an enterprising
publisher obtained the

~ermission

of the company to publish the

plays belonginr; to them vrri tten by Be2.umon t e.nd Fletcher.
were issued in a folio volurae in 1647, dedicated to the
Pembrol~e

~1

These
of

and Montgomery, v'.rho was the survivor of the two noble -

men to whom Heming and Condell had dedicated the Shakespeare Folio
in 1623.

They remind the e2.rl of this fact, and beseech him to

give the same patronage to Beaumont ::nd Fletcher which he 2nd his
elder brother had previously given to "the flov·ring compositions of
the then expired Sweet Svmn of Avon, Shakespeare. n
tion bears among

otl~er

This dedica -

signatures those of Jol1n Lowin and Joseph

Taylor, tvm senior actors who still remembered the golden de.ys of
the company and who were now its leaders.

Upon the Stratfordian

vievv this is all straie;htforvra.rd and simple.

These men were tell-

ing the truth. But upon any one of the anti-Strz.tfordian theories,
7
Ibid.
.117.

they too.vrere involved in duplicity.

Like the members of the com-

pany in Shakspere' s mvn day, who must have knovm the secret of the
authorship; like Andrev; Wise, Cuthbert Burby, e.nd some eight•
other publishers vrho issued editions of single; pla:;rs attributed
to Shal\:espeare during his own lifetime; like Fro.ncis Meres, vrho
even refers to certc.in sonnets circulating in manuscript form as
Shakespeare's; and like goodness only l;:nov.s how many others, vvho
were all so closely D.ssocia ted vd. th the mysterious author that
they must have known the truth or·have been very likely to stumble on it at any moment - so these men, John Lowin and Joseph
Taylor, though like every other leading mernber of their company
they must have knmYn the:. t Shakspere rms an imposter, keep up the
deception and attmute the-plays to him, "the then expired Sweet
Swan of Avon, Shakespeare."

And this vthen Edvvard de Vere had been

deadfor over forty yee.rs; vthen justice to his memory ·would have
suggested that no-:; at last he should receive the praise due to him
for his vronderful acconplishment; and 7:hen the sensation of such a
revelation would have brought everlc-"sting fame and glory to Lowin
and Taylor themselves.

Despite all this, be it repeated, these

men elected to carry on an old hoax in vrhich they had no immediate
interest.

Roc credat Jua~eus Apelles!

All tijese anti-Stratfordian theories, Baconian, Oxfordian,
and the rest

go bac!{ to one fundamental assumption:

That Shaks-

pere was an illiterate boor, the child of illiterate parents v;ho

Could not even v.Ti te their names, living in the midst of an en vironment

of ignorance and dirt, in one of the most backWard vil-

lages of En.sland; 2.nd th2 t such a man vras not eq_ual to the pro due tion of the vmrks that go by his name.
But this point of view has long
petent Shakespec.re<:m scholars.

s~nce

been rejected by com-

Says Dr. Campbell:

It is a curious fact that none of the anti-Stre,tfordie.ns
is aware of recent developments in Shru{espeare scholarship.
They all base fheir arguments on tTfacts' 1 and points of view
that vrere long ago discredi~ed by all competent historians
of Elizabethrn literature.
For example, it is nmr l;:novm th2. t the placinc of a cross on
a document as a man's nmarkn was not at all a sign of illiteracy
in the sixteenth century.
as religious symbols.

Crosses, as signatures,. we:;.,e first used

As representations ofthe Holy Cross they

afforded proof that those vrho used them were giving religious sanetity to the ceremony of affixing their names.
quivalent to oaths.

They were thus e -

Far from being the last resort of illiterate

men, Vie find the custom of signing

~·:ith

the nark of the cross used

in the old English ch2.rter s by bishops, abbots and even by kings.
In Stratford itself v:e find one, Adrian Quiney, placing a mark in
the records in lieu of signature, just as JolLn Shakspere himself;
and yet we k.'flow tr...c. t t:b..i s Adrian Quiney could vrri te, for we pos sess several letters written by him to his son Richard, when the
latter was in London.

S

In one of them he aslcs tba.t the key of the

Oscar James Campbell, op cit., p. 17~'

study be sent home, in order that he may seek there for certain
documents. 9
There

is even some positive evidence that John Shakspere

himself could ·write.

The financial report of John Taylor and

John Shakspere was entered in the Stratford records in January,
156/+•

The clerk who entered it states;

nJoJ:1...n Taylor and John

Shakesneare
have made a true and lav:ful account for their time
...
being Chamberlains ;n

Apparently they did the vrork unusually vrell,

for we find them keeping the accounts for another year, in spite
of the fact tl'1a t tvvo other men v1ere now chamberlains.
tainly seems to mean

th2~t

This cer -

John Taylor and Jor..n Shakspere for two

years kept careful accounts for the town of Stratford in their own
handwriting • 10
According to DI·. Campbell ';:ell-informed scholars· would novr
agree that, instead of the imacinary portrait given by Oxfordians
of a bucolic Shalcspere, a true account of his career vrould be some
what as follows:
William Shakespeare was borr:. in an import2.nt industrial and
conunercial town in the prosperous i':::nglish Midlands. His
father was one of the leaders in the blj.siness and political
life of this co~aunity. His skill as a processor of leather
brought him a small fortune. Almost inevitably the son of a
man of so much importance in Str2.tford attended its excellent
grammar school. There he. vtoulcl learn, as Shakespeare undoubtedly did, to reo.d Latin easily and probably begin the study of
9
Ibid., p .1 76. Cf. Smart, op cit. , pp. /.,..2-~-4. Dr. Smart sf;.ys
that Hallivrell-Phillipps, 't'rhom so many anti-Stratfordians blindly
follow, founded his theory of illiteracy at Stratford upon "one
fact alone, 11 that of these "marks" in the tovvn records.
10

Ibid., p. 176.

Smart, pp.45-46.
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Greek. It is not too much to assume that a. lad of Shakes peare's keenness was apt in his studies and found them more
congenial than one of the village crc..fts. At any rate he
decided not to enter his father's business and not to apprentice himself to another trade. Instead, he took a position
as a schoolmaster in a neighboring village. He had already
become interested j_n ne"::.- developments t;:oking place in the
vigorous young dr2.ma of the 1580's, and the leisure he could
steal from his duties as a pedagogue he devoted to writing
plays. V!J:1en he had finished tvro dramas to his satisfaction,
a comedy in imitation of Plautus and a bloo.ly tragedy in
the approved Seneca1 manner, he tool: them up to London in
the hope of selline: them to one of the companies playing
there. The actors, finding th8m to their liking, bought
and produced both 'Horks. Indeed, they r;ere so favor2.bly
imnressed vri th these first heirs of his dra1!1.a tic invention
that they attached Shal:espeare to their co:mp2.:n;y-. He be came an ~sistant to their TTbooklceeper, n an offical v:ho combined the duties of li brr,rie.n, prompter <:nd producer. This
position gave Shakespec..re nll the practical experience a playvvright co1.:!.ld have >:rished. It enabled him to find out v'Jhat
Elizabethan audiences v;anted and what parts the members of
his company liked best to take. His next plays showed how
well he had learned these lessons. IntJienry VI, Part r,n
he wrote the kind of patriotic drum-and-trumpet play that
was just then enormously popular. His TTTwo Gentlemen of
Veronarr Vi.'as a comedy in t,he familiar ItJ.lianate manner, VIith
a good fat pc.rt in it for Fill Kempe, the clovm of the com pany c-.::.nd its most famous member. He pleased the actors so
vrell that by 1592 Robert Greene complained that the young
\7arwickshire schoolmaster was tc.1.ldn:;: the bread from the
mouths of the University men en ::-~ged in maldn_z thf'.;ir li v in:; by \'rri tins for the stage. 1 J.
The best that can be said for the Oxford theory, i7e bslieve,
is that of all the various anti-Stratford theories it is the least
grotesque and impossible.

If it '::ere pi·oved that William Shakspere

did not write the plays, so that it became necessary to find a substi tute for him, EdY.'c.rd de Vere r.'ould seem more likely to fill the
place than most others.
been proved.

But it is precisely that, vrhich has not

Recent scholarship seems to establish the truth of

the tro-dit:_cT:al ~..riew more firmly the.n ever.
11

Ibid., pp.l?S-179.

As far as v1e are con-

_2_2.

cerned the '\'lorld' s proudest literary laurels still rest on the
brow of "V!illiam Sha.l;:espeare of Stratford-upon Avon, in the county
of Warvrick, gentlemc.n. Tt
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